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For many digital image/video processing applications increasing the spatial resolution
is highly beneficial. At higher resolution, TV pictures lookmore natural and pleasing to
the eye, computer vision tasks such as object detection and tr cking can be performed
with higher precision, medical diagnoses can be made with a higher confidence, secu-
rity cameras can offer better identification, and satellite imagery can be interpreted with
higher accuracy. As such, spatial resolution is an influential parameter in many mainstream
imaging applications, and resolution enhancement task naturally arises as a means of in-
creasing the effectiveness of any imaging system used in the mentioned applic tions. In
this thesis, we concentrate on two enhancement problems of practical importance, namely,
low-complexity resolution enhancement for customer gradeflat panel televisions, and res-
olution enhancement of noisy high-dimensional hyperspectral imagery. For TV resolution
enhancement our main concern is keeping computational complexity at a minimum. The
hardware limitations of average customer grade televisions effectively rule out a multi-
frame approach. Hence, we take a low-complexity single-frame approach based on ex-
ploiting natural image characteristics. For hyperspectral im gery we take advantage of
multiple observations in a modified superresolution framework. Here the main challenges
are the high dimensionality of hyperspectral data and the noise present in all spectral bands.
We design a physical model of the hyperspectral image acquisition process, and based on
this model we formulate an iterative resolution enhancement algorithm.
Flat panel display technology is probably one of the fastestgrowing video display tech-
nologies with advancements taking place in all areas. Compared to the conventional cath-
ode ray tube (CRT) displays, flat panel displays offer same screen size in much thinner
forms, consume less energy, and virtually eliminate the infamous flicker problem1 of the
1See Appendix A for a description of the flicker problem.
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CRT displays. Perhaps the class of consumer products that enjoy these advantages the most
are the customer grade TV sets. Although compactness factornd elimination of the flicker
problem helped flat panel displays rapidly diffuse into the computer display market, their
higher prices and lower contrast ratios (compared to CRT display ) keep them from dom-
inating the market, at least for the time being. For customergrade TV sets, however, flat
panel displays are already dominating the market. But flat panel displays have their own
limitations, the most serious ones being the fixed native resolution and limited viewing an-
gles, both of which are inherent to the pixel structure employed by flat panels. Fortunately,
technologic innovations that improve the limited viewing angles are being introduced by
all manufacturers. Even today, the limited viewing angle issue is slowly losing its posi-
tion as the main concern of flat panel manufacturers. Fixed native resolution2 has rather
heavier implications since numerous input formats with varying spatial resolutions have to
be displayed at a single fixed native resolution. Furthermore, the standard definition (SD)
3 content that dominates current TV broadcast can not be displayed on the high definition
(HD) 4 flat panel displays without proper scaling. When scaled witha conventional linear
shift invariant (LSI) scaling filter the resulting HD picture looks blurry with jaggy edges
due to lack of high frequency components and the aliasing introduced by the linear fil-
ters with high roll-off. Hence, resolution enhancement and high quality upsampling are of
utmost importance for today’s HD capable flat panel TV sets.
Lately, there has been significant interest in hyperspectral imaging technology to sup-
port a variety of civilian, commercial, and military applications (civil engineering, mining,
petroleum exploration, military information gathering, to name a few). The main trust
behind this ever growing interest is the wealth of information n the spectral domain that
provides significant advantages over traditional panchromatic and multi-spectral imagery,
particularly for target and material detection, identification and classification. However,
2See Appendix A for a description of native resolution.
3See Appendix A for a description of standard definition.
4See Appendix A for a description of high definition.
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the design and development of practical hyperspectral sensors often result in a significant
tradeoff in spatial resolution. Important spatial information suchas edges and texture can
be lost or degraded due to reduced spatial fidelity. Unfortunately, spatial resolution is one
of the most influential parameters in many hyperspectral imagery applications, and the
inherent tradeoff between spatial and spectral resolution arises as a hindrance that keeps
engineers from using hyperspectral data to its full extent.This observation has resulted
in the development of numerous post-processing techniquesto nhance spatial resolution
of hyperspectral image data. There exist several techniques that can be used for spatial
resolution enhancement of hyperspectral images, all of which are based on the existence
of a higher resolution panchromatic or multi-spectral image obtained simultaneously by an
auxiliary sensor. In this work, we present a superresolution pr cessing based resolution en-
hancement technique that can increase the spatial resolution of hyperspectral datawithout
the requirement for high resolution panchromatic or multi-spectral image data.
The rest of the proposal is organized as follows: Chapter2 introduces the spatial res-
olution enhancement problem for customer grade TVs and hyperspectral imagery along
with motivations. Chapter3, briefly summarizes the state-of-the-art resolution enhance-
ment techniques. Chapter4 presents our research on single-frame resolution enhancement
for customer grade TVs. Our research on hyperspectral resolution enhancement and some




ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM
2.1 Resolution enhancement
Let us start with defining the real world photoquantityq(x, y, z; t; λ) as the amount of light
originating from the point (x, y, z) in three dimensional space, at timet and with a wave-
length ofλ. Digital image/video acquisition systems can captureq(x, y, z; t; λ) only at a
fixed spatial/spectral/temporal resolution. Due to their intrinsic physical limitat ons, such
systems are typically based on certain trade-offs between spatial, spectral and temporal res-
olutions. Once the image/video acquisition is performed, the obtained multi-dimensio al1
digital signal is a spatially, spectrally and temporally band-limited version of the ideal real
world photoquantityq(x, y, z; t; λ). If we consider image acquisition case,q(x, y, z; t; λ) is
projected onto the 2D plane of the charge coupled device (CCD) sensor, and sampledon
a uniform 2D grid, where every sample obtained by a sensing element corresponds to a
pixel value. Typically, three plane color images offer higher spatial resolution compared to
multi/hyperspectral images or video at the expense of reduced spectral or temporal reso-
lution, respectively. For multispectral and hyperspectral im ge acquisition, the number of
spectral samples are in orders of tens and hundreds, respectively, offering a much improved
spectral resolution at the expense of reduced spatial and temporal resolution. Finally, in
video acquisition process a video camera samplesq(x, y, z; t; λ) on a spatio-temporal grid,
where the main trade-off is between spatial and temporal resolution. In our work, we con-
centrate on improving the spatial resolution of image and video signals through single and
multi-frame processing.
1Grayscale images have two dimensions corresponding to the spatial coordinates. Color images typically
consist of three color planes, each of which have two spatialdimensions. Hyperspectral images have a larger
number of 2D planes corresponding to different light wavelengths. Finally video signals can be interpr ted
as having three dimensions, where the first two correspond tothe spatial dimensions, and the third dimension
is time.
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Spatial resolution2 enhancement problem can be stated as estimating the high spatial
frequency components of a band-limited multidimensional signal given its values on a fixed
sampling grid. The resulting resolution enhanced signal needs to be rendered on a more
dense spatial grid to allow proper visual representation ofthe estimated high frequency
components. Due to this requirement, scaling (to be precise, upscaling) and resolution
enhancement are interrelated, and this connection needs tobe clarified. Scaling typically
refers to an image processing operation that changes the dimens ons of a picture or video
frame3. Since every digital image can be interpreted as the sampledversion of a continuous
real-world quantity, we could also define scaling as re-sampling an input digital image on a
new sampling grid, which can be more or less dense than the original grid. When the scaling
ratio is smaller than one, the new sampling grid is less densethen the original grid, and
the scaled image has smaller dimensions compared to the original. This case is typically
referred to as zoom-out. When the scaling ratio is larger than one, the new sampling grid
is more dense than the original grid, and the scaled image haslarger dimensions. This
case is typically referred to as zoom-in. In the scope of our work, we are more interested
in scaling with ratios larger than one. As the sampling grid gets more dense and spatial
dimensions are increased, the number of pixels used to render the image on a display also
increase, and one may be tempted to say that the spatial resolution has been increased. At
this point, it is essential to note a fundamental fact: Increasing the pixel count used to render
a picture through scaling can never be equivalent to sampling the original continuous scene
at the scaled (more dense) spatial sampling grid, for example, using an imaging system
that has more physical sensing elements. Once a digital image is captured, the frequency
content of the image is limited by the resolving power of the image acquisition system,
which is a function of the density of the sensor array and the imaging optics. Scaling an
2The termresolutionmay have different meanings for different types of image/video data. For hyperspec-
tral imagery both spatial and spectral resolution are meaningful, where as for TV signals spatial and temporal
resolution are of interest. Through out this proposal, we use the term resolution to refer to spatial resolution.
3Note that for a digital image spatial dimensions are the number of samples in horizontal and vertical
directions.
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image by LSI filtering can not restore the high frequency compnents degraded (completely
filtered out, reduced to noise-level or aliased) during sampling. This is where resolution
enhancement differs from LSI upscaling. Single-frame resolution enhancement techniques
can estimate the missing high frequency components to a limited extent through spatially
adaptive filtering, and use of prior information extracted from natural images. Multi-frame
resolution enhancement techniques can further improve thespatial resolution since they can
recover an even larger portion of the high frequency band by fusing information embedded
in multiple aliased frames. Before we conclude this discussion, we note that resolution
enhancement methods can be viewed as advanced upscaling methods capable of estimating
or inventing the missing high frequency signal components.
Resolution enhancement is an inherently ill-posed problemthat requires extra infor-
mation. In case of multi-frame resolution enhancement, typically referred to as super-
resolution, extra information is mainly extracted from multiple aliased observations. By
precisely registering multiple observations on a common high resolution grid, multi-frame
techniques extract and fuse the information embedded as alied high frequency compo-
nents. Depending on the domain in which the signal is processed, and the filtering tech-
nique used to compute the final high resolution frame, different superresolution methods
are obtained. In case of single-frame resolution enhancement w do not have access to
multiple frames, hence we are bound to use prior information. Prior information can be
in the form ofa priori distributions in the Bayesian framework or regularizationterms in
the deterministic approach. Another way of utilizing priorinformation is to learn a group
of spatial structures (which we refer to as context classes)fr quently observed in natural
images and observe the way they are distorted during high resolution to low resolution
conversion (sampling or downsampling). There are at least two well-known single-frame
resolution enhancement algorithms that utilize prior information in this format, namely,
resolution synthesis proposed by Atkinset. al. [1] and example-based superresolution by
Freemanet. al.[2]. Resolution synthesis (RS) is based on pixel classification and adaptive
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linear filtering, and allows for efficient hardware implementation. Since, our goal is to de-
sign a low-complexity resolution enhancement method that can be implemented in the next
generation display systems, we focus on the RS algorithm.
2.2 Low-complexity single-frame resolution enhancement
With the introduction of high definition television (HDTV) the visual quality of the cus-
tomer grade TV sets have increased substantially. HDTV offers almost a two times increase
in spatial resolution compared to the the NTSC and PAL/SECAM standards of the standard
definition television (SDTV). While a number of HDTV standars have been proposed, the
current HDTV standards as defined in ITU-R BT.709 have screenr solutions of 1080×1920
(progressive or interlaced scan4) or 720× 1280 (progressive scan5). The screen sizes of
HD displays supporting these resolutions are much larger than e TV sets used to view
SDTV. As we discussed in Chapter1, thinner form factor and elimination of the flicker
problem make flat panel displays more preferable over the CRTdisplays for larger screen
sizes (40 inhes or more). Due to their fixed native resolutions, flat panel displays require
high quality scalers to scale a variety of input resolutionsto the screen’s native resolution.
Furthermore, most of the existing content and the current TVbroadcasting is in SD, and
needs to be properly scaled to be displayed on HD displays. These facts make scaler ar-
guably the most important block in the video pipeline of any flat panel TV, with a huge
influence on the success of the product.
Unfortunately, TV sets typically have very strict constraints on the on-board hardware,
hence the complexity of scaling algorithms that can be impleented in TV sets is severely
restricted. The amount and complexity of the hardware components in the video pipeline
has a direct influence on unit price, and unit price is the mostinfluential parameter for
comparable TV sets fitting in the same product profile defined by factors such as the screen
size, picture quality, form factor and target customer group. Naturally, all manufacturers
4For a definition of the interlaced scan see Appendix A
5For a definition of the progressive scan see Appendix A
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focus on producing TV sets at the lowest cost, while still achieving certain picture quality
standards. These picture quality standards are carefully extracted from experimental studies
conducted on large groups of customers that represent the average viewer. These studies
are based on the observation that many customers do not even possess the educated eye or
know-how to accurately differentiate between products of comparable picture quality.In
short, what really matters is not producing the TV with the best picture quality. The real
competition is to design a TV that matches certain picture quality standards at the lowest
unit price. The bottom line on our side is a strict limitationon the computational complexity
of our resolution enhancement algorithm. Hence, we eliminate multi-frame techniques and
focus on single-frame resolution enhancement.
LSI scalers such as nearest neighborhood, bilinear and bicubic filters offer mediocre
visual quality at low computational complexity. Although these scaling techniques are the
industry standard, especially for low end products, their visual quality is typically plagued
by two problems, namely, blur and jagged edges. Blur is a clear indication that we are
not fully utilizing the spatial resolution offered by the display. In case of SD to HD con-
version, this is mainly caused by the fact that SD definition ctent is optimized for lower
resolution SD displays. To avoid aliasing, SD content is typically anti-alias filtered during
capture and/or during post-processing, resulting in degradation of high frequency signal
components. Jagged edges, on the other hand, are mainly caused by the large roll-off fac-
tors of linear interpolation filters. Since these filters aretoo short to provide high enough
rate of decay during transition from the pass-band to the stop-band, they leak the high
frequency components of the neighboring frequency domain replicas into [−π, π] creating
superficial high frequency “details”.
The improved native resolution and large screen sizes off red by HD displays are both
a blessing and a curse. The increased spatial resolution canrender much more pleasing
pictures. But at the same time, artifacts such as blurred or jaggy edges are made more
visible, and can be detected even by uneducated eyes of an average viewer. Hence, we
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require our scaler to produce high quality, artifact-free pictures for a variety of inputs such
as natural scenes, text characters, and interlaced video signal . Special care must be taken
to handle these cases properly, and assure that the scaler does not create any artifacts easily
detectable by an average viewer. As detailed in Chapter4, we design our scaler within an
improved RS framework obtained by modifying the existing framework to better suit our
needs.
2.3 Hyperspectral imaging and spatial resolution enhancement
Any physical object in a scene reflects, absorbs and emits electromagnetic radiation. The
object’s molecular composition and shape affect the way this interaction occurs. Using this
phenomenon to gather information about an object or scene without coming into physical
contact with it is calledelectro-optical remote sensing. If the electromagnetic radiation
arriving at the sensor array is measured at a sufficiently high number of wavelengths for ev-
ery pixel, the resulting spectrum can be used to extract information that cannot be extracted
from images captured by conventional devices that do not provide much information about
the spectral dimension. Topics involved with the measurement, analysis and interpreta-
tion of such spectra are treated in the field ofspectroscopy. Another related field,imaging
spectroscopy, combines spectroscopy with methods to acquire spectral information.
Microwave, RADAR, thermal infrared, ultraviolet and multi-spectral sensing instru-
mentation have been successfully used for remote sensing applic tions. But the most
significant recent breakthrough in the field of remote sensing has been the development
of hyperspectral sensors. Hyperspectral sensors are a class of imaging spectroscopy sen-
sors, for which the sensed waveband is divided intohundredsof contiguous narrow fre-
quency bands. As the name suggests, hyperspectral sensors diffe from their predecessors,
the multispectral sensors, in that the number of bands that are separately imaged is much
higher. (For example, the AVIRIS, Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer, from
NASA/JPL has 224 bands.) Hyperspectral sensors commonly produceimag s in 12 to 288
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separate bands, usually covering the region from 400 to 2500nanometers. Over the past
two decades hyperspectral image analysis has matured into one f the most powerful and
fastest growing technologies in remote sensing. In 1983, NASA flew an experimental sen-
sor system called the Airborne Imaging Spectrometer (AIS) with 128 bands. Then, in 1987,
the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) with 224 usable bands was
flown. There are also several other commercial systems such as the MIVIS (Multispectral
IR and Visible Imaging Spectrometer) and AHS (Airborne Hypers ctral Scanner) sys-
tems manufactured by Daedalus Enterprize Inc. For a detailed treatment of hyperspectral
imaging the interested reader can refer to [3] and [4].
The wealth of spectral information provided by hyperspectral sensors implies signifi-
cant advantages over traditional panchromatic and multi-spectral imagery, particularly for
ground target and material detection, identification and classification. However, the in-
creased spectral resolution provided by hyperspectral sensors comes at the expense of re-
duced spatial resolution. The design and development of practical hyperspectral sensors
often result in a significant tradeoff in spatial resolution. A high-resolution hyperspectral
sensor is difficult to develop and deploy because of the requirement for a sufficiently large
and accurate optical system to collect the light. Consider,th Hyperion hyperspectral sen-
sor on the NASA EO-1 spacecraft, which offers the full reflection band from 450 to 2300
nm at 30-meter spatial resolution.6 Hyperspectral sensors require greater sensitivity than
typical sensors in order to overcome the reduced photon count in narrow wavelength bands.
Higher sensitivity is achieved by larger apertures (∼ 0.3m), large pixel cell (∼ 100mm), and
slower operating speeds (between 1 and 10Hz), as well as low detector temperature (∼ 10K)
to suppress the effects of dark current. The Hyperion sensor has a 12.5 cm aperture and
weighs approximately 50 kg. To simplify operations and keepthe package size weight
and power to a minimum, Hyperion acquires data by push-brooming along its ground track
6The resolution of many satellite-based instruments rangesfrom about 10 meters to several kilometers.
Defense/military satellites typically have higher spatial resolutions but exact specifications are classified and
not available for widespread use. Commercial satellites planned for launch in the near future will carry
sensors with spatial resolutions of 5 meters or less.
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at the orbital rate without any image motion compensation. If we scale this to a system
that could acquire data at four times the spatial resolution(at 7.5 m spatial resolution), the
aperture would have to be increased by a factor of four in diameter (to 50 cm) with a com-
parable increase in focal length and complexity of the optics. If we assume that the weight
scales as the square of the aperture, the sensor weight wouldincrease to about 800 kg.
The inherent tradeoff between spatial and spectral resolution has resulted in thedev l-
opment of post-processing techniques to enhance spatial resolution of hyperspectral im-
age data. There exist several approaches that can be used forhyperspectral resolution
enhancement, all of which are based on the existence of a higher resolution panchromatic
or multi-spectral image obtained simultaneously by an auxiliary sensor [5], [6], [7]. In
this work, we use a modified superresolution (SR) reconstruction technique to enhance the
spatial resolution of AVIRIS datawithout the requirement of high resolution panchromatic
or multi-spectral auxiliary images. SR reconstruction is a multi-frame signal processing
technique capable of fusing information that is embedded inmultiple aliased observations
of a scene. Applications of SR include aerial and satellite imaging, hyperspectral imag-
ing, security and surveillance, forensic science, up-conversion of digital TV (DTV) and
NTSC signals, printing from video, and digital cameras among thers. Perhaps, the most
well-known SR application is the generation of high-resoluti n images through the fusion
of several low-resolution images captured by theMars Pathfindercameras. Similarly, in
the area of aerial photography, several researchers have shown t at low-resolution frames
captured through an array sensor on-board an aircraft can beproc ssed to construct higher-
resolution aerial maps [8]. In intelligence-applications, despite the high-resoluti n custom
design cameras/ ensors on board spy satellites and aircraft, some objects may still not be
properly resolved due to the vast distances involved and atmospheric degradations, and
application of SR algorithms is required for deeper analysis. Security and surveillance sys-
tems usually employ low-resolution sensors to minimize thecost and storage requirements.
Hence, subsequent SR processing to resolve the important details may be needed in the
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case of an event. Likewise, forensic science employs SR methods to solve criminal cases
by identifying the texts, marks, etc. hidden within low-resolution video.
Application of SR techniques to hyperspectral data presents several research challenges,
the most important ones being the increased computational cmplexity and noise amplifi-
cation as we discuss in Chapter5. Since the resulting resolution enhanced images are
typically input to a target detection, identification or tracking engine, we were attracted to
investigate the possibility of pre-processing hyperspectral in such a way that only the por-
tion that is of interest is enhanced by the SR restoration block. This approach resulted in a
modified superresolution technique that operates on transformed data. Our tests confirms
that our modified SR technique has two main advantages over processing full data. First,
by projecting the data over a subspace that is optimized for certain spectral signature of
interest, we can effectively minimize the undesired eff cts of signal noise. Second advan-
tage is the reduction in computational complexity. A detaild derivation of the proposed
resolution enhancement technique together with visual resu ts and in depth discussions will
be presented in Chapter5.
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CHAPTER 3
RELATION TO THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
3.1 Single frame resolution enhancement: resolution synthesis
Natural images are highly structured signals with much lessvariability than completely
random signals of the same dimensionality [9], 10]. As a result of this structure and highly
constrained spatial variation, natural images exhibit certain spatial characteristics that can
be exploited for resolution enhancement purposes. Based onthis observation, the main
idea behind single-frame resolution enhancement is to exploit rior information extracted
from large sets of training images.
In general, single-frame resolution enhancement methods cn ist of two processing
stages, namely, training and filtering. Typically, training stage is computationally intense,
and is performed off-line. In the training stage, a large set of hand-picked images are
processed to extract prior information about the spatial imge characteristics. Prior infor-
mation1 consists of a group of learned spatial structures (which aretypically referred to
ascontext classes) frequently observed in natural images, and the ways they ardistorted
during high resolution to low resolution conversion. By modeling the learned spatial struc-
tures, we can design ways to recognize them in input images that were not even in the
original training set. By investigating the class specific distortions, we can design filters
to restore the degraded image components. In the filtering stage, he input pixels are first
classified into one of the learned context classes dependingon their spatial structure, and
the corresponding reconstruction filter is applied. There exist at least two single-frame res-
olution enhancement methods that utilize prior information in this form, namely,resolution
synthesisproposed by Atkinset al in [1], andexample-based superresolutionproposed by
Freemanet al in [2].
1It is also possible to extract prior information in the form of ana priori distribution on the pixels or pixel
structures observed in natural images. The learned prior can be used in a Bayesian framework.
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Resolution synthesis is based on pixel classification and adaptive linear filtering. Con-
text classes are modeled as a multivariate Gaussian mixture, whose parameters are esti-
mated from the training data. In the training phase we look atm ny high-low resolution
pixel pairs and extract frequently observed spatial structures defined in small local neigh-
borhoods. Examples of such local structures are edges of vari us orientations, texture and
uniform areas. Since we have access to both high and low resolution versions of the pixel
groups, it is possible to learn how the high resolution neighbor oods are degraded during
the downsampling process. After grouping many low resolutin pixels classified as belong-
ing into a certain context class, computational optimization echniques are used to obtain
the corresponding optimal inverse filter (i.e., the optimal interpolation filter) by minimizing
a cost function designed to access the similarity of the reconstructed high resolution pixels
to the original high resolution pixel values. When a new low resolution pixel is given, the
algorithm first looks at a local pixel neighborhood to decideon which filter to use (i.e.,
classification). Then interpolation is performed by applying the optimal linear filter (i.e.,
filtering).
Example-based superresolution proposed by Freeman in [2] is different from resolution
synthesis in its pixel classification, context modeling andreconstruction methods. In the
example-based superresolution framework, the high resolution image is synthesized block
by block, where the blocks are chosen from a database constructed during the off-line
training phase. Example-based superresolution first decomposes the input image into low
frequency (mean) and high frequency (detail) components. The mean image is simply LSI
scaled. The detail component of the output is obtained by stitching restored high resolution
patches together, where stitching is performed by classifying the low resolution details. The
restored high resolution patches are learned from a training set together with a statistical
model that explains the local pixel relationships used to decide which high resolution patch
goes where. The resulting scaledmeanand high resolutiondetail images are combined to
obtain the final high resolution output.
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When these methods are compared in terms of computational complexity and ease of
hardware implementation, resolution synthesis is found tooffer numerous advantages over
example-based superresolution. Example-based superresolution requires a data transfor-
mation as an initial processing stage, introducing additional computations. Furthermore, to
perform reconstruction we have to store all the high resolution patches learned during train-
ing, which requires large amounts of memory. Since we aim fora computationally efficient
resolution enhancement method that can be implemented in low to mid-end customer grade
TV sets, we focus on resolution synthesis.
3.2 Multi-frame resolution enhancement: superresolution
The main idea behind superresolution is fusing informationhat exists in a sequence of
noisy, blurred and aliased images to produce an image or a sequence of images of higher
spatial resolution. The information required to reconstruct the missing or degraded high
frequency components is embedded in the low resolution input images/frames as aliasing.
In their early work on the subject, Tsai and Huang [11] disregarded the blur in the imaging
process and carried out a frequency domain analysis of the superresolution problem. They
showed that any effective superresolution method requires frequency aliasing to be present
in the low resolution observation (source) images. Below wepresent a review on the state-
of-the art in superresolution research. A comprehensive background on superresolution can
be found in [11] and [12].
Superresolution reconstruction methods consist of three main stages, namely, registra-
tion, non-uniform interpolation and restoration. Image registration is the process of map-
ping low resolution pixels from all available observationsto a common high resolution
reference frame. Non-uniform interpolation step convertsthe non-uniform sampling lat-
tice obtained by the image registration block to a uniformlysampled high resolution grid.
Finally, the restoration block removes blur and noise introduced during image acquisition
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process. These processing blocks can be implemented simultaneously or separately. Ex-
isting superresolution methods can be classified dependingon the mathematical tools they
employ, the domain they operate on and the type of image data they are designed for.
Non-uniform interpolation is the most straight-forward approach to superresolution.
Image registration, non-uniform interpolation and restorati n blocks are implemented sep-
arately, and performed successively to obtain the high resolution reconstructed image. The
main advantage of the non-uniform interpolation methods istheir low computational com-
plexity and ease of implementation. However, these methodsare only applicable if the blur
and noise characteristics are the same for all observations. Examples of this approach are
Ur and Gross [13], Komatsuet al. [14], Hardieet al. [15], Shah and Zakhor [16].
Frequency domain approach makes explicit use of the aliasing that exist in the low res-
olution observations. The most important short coming of frequency domain methods is
their inherent limitation to global translational motion.The original frequency domain ap-
proach, which did not include blur and noise present in the low resolution observations, was
detailed by Tsai and Huang in [17]. Kim et al. [18], [19] extended [17] to a least squares
problem, where noise and blur present in the low resolution observations were explicitly
taken into account. Tomet al. [20], [21] proposed to solve image registration and restora-
tion problems simultaneously through the use of expectation-maximization algorithm in
the frequency domain.
Superresolution reconstruction is an ill-posed problem because of the insufficient num-
ber of observations and ill-conditioned blur operators. Stabilization of ill-posed inverse
problems through redefinition of the solution to impose certain desired properties known
to exist in ideal high resolution images is referred to as regularization. Typically, regu-
larization framework is based on the minimization of a cost function designed to penalize
solutions that do not agree with the observationsa ddo not have desired properties such
as smoothness. Examples of this approach are Katsaggeloset al. [22], Hardieet al. [23],
and Boseet al. [24].
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The iterative convex projection based methods provide a flexible and intuitive way of
incorporating prior knowledge about the solution into the reconstruction process. Every
registered low resolution pixel (together with a forward imaging model) defines a constraint
set. Additional constraint sets can be defined based on the prior information about the
desired solution, such as positive pixel values and the allowed range of [0, 255]. To obtain
the reconstructed image an initial estimate is iterativelyprojected on the convex constraint
sets until some convergence criterion is met. The projection onto convex sets (POCS)
formulation of superresolution was first suggested by Starkand Oskoui [25]. Their work
was extended by Tekalp [26], [27] to include observation noise by using a spatial noise
variance estimate on a pixel-by-pixel basis to directly constrain the solution. In [28] Patti
et al. proposed a POCS based superresolution method where a continuous image formation
model is developed to allow for higher order interpolation methods.
Statistical estimation based superresolution approach computes the high resolution im-
age as the maximum likelihood (ML) or maximuma posteriori (MAP) estimate under
some statistical model. In [29] Schultz and Stevenson, and in [30] Stevenson and Schmitz
described a MAP estimator with a Huber-MRF (Markov random field) prior model to pre-
serve discontinuities and solve the blurring problem introduced by imposing smoothness.
Depending on the statistical model of the observation noise, and thea priori image model,
the resulting methods can be computationally intense. It isalso possible to combine POCS
based methods with ML or MAP estimation. The resulting ML/ AP-POCS hybrid ap-
proach computes the superresolution estimate by minimizing the ML/MAP cost functional
while constraining the solution within certain convex setsimposed by the desired properties
of the solution.
In general, superresolution algorithms try to regularize the ill-posedness of the problem
by fusing information from multiple frames and using prior knowledge about the solution,
such as smoothness or positivity [31]. Recently, researchers have proposed algorithms that
attempt to use model-based constraints in regularization.If the images to be super-resolved
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consist of a restricted set with well-defined spatial structure (such as face images) then
the characteristics inherent to that group of images can be exploited. In this context, su-
perresolution techniques have been proposed for face recognition that attempt to obtain
a high-resolution face image by combining the information from multiple low-resolution
images, [32], [33], [34], [35], [36]. While [32] demonstrates how superresolution (without
model-based priors) can improve the face recognition rate,[33] [34], [35], and [36] pro-
vide superresolution algorithms that use face-specific constraints for regularization. Go-
toh and Okutomi [37] proposed a superresolution method aimed for images obtained by
a single-CCD with a color filter array. Their method is based on a generalized formu-
lation of superresolution which performs both resolution enhancement and demosaicking
simultaneously, and is capable of producing a high-resolution color image directly from
color mosaic images obtained by a single-CCD with a color filter array. Superresolution
reconstruction techniques have also been successfully appied to multi-spectral [38] and
hyperspectral imagery [39] to improve the accuracy of object detection, identification and
tracking algorithms.
In the area of compressed-domain processing, Chen and Schultz [40] applied spatial-
domain SR methods todecodedMPEG frames by utilizing MPEG motion vectors to initial-
ize the motion estimation phase. Recently, Mateos, Katsaggelos and Molina [41] proposed
a MPEG-compressed video enhancement algorithm. In [42] Pattiet al. develop a superres-
olution reconstruction method that can operate on compressed video sequences directly.
Wavelet domain superresolution methods are based on the multi-resolution analysis
framework provided by the wavelet transform that can decompose signals into components
at different scales or resolutions. In [43] Nguyen and Milanfar presented a superresolu-
tion method that exploits the interlacing structure of the sampling grid. Using a separable
orthonormal wavelet basis for 2D images, they derived a wavelet d composition using Kro-
necker products, resulting in an efficient calculation of the wavelet coefficients. In [44], [45]
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Chappalliet. al. pointed out that second generation wavelets are better suited for su-
perresolution, and proposed a method based on second generatio w velets that perform
simultaneous denoising and superresolution. Wavelets andmulti-resolution analysis are
especially well-suited for astronomical image processingbecause they are adept at provid-
ing accurate, sparse representations of images consistingof smooth regions with isolated
abrupt changes or singularities (e.g. stars in dark sky). Based on this observation Nowak
el al. [46] developed a wavelet-based superresolution method for astronomical imagery.
Their proposed approach uses the expectation-maximization lgorithm for superresolution
image reconstruction based on a penalized likelihood formulated in the wavelet domain.
Note that the boundaries separating these approaches from each other may not be clear
for all cases. For example, statistical estimation based methods such as maximuma poste-
riori estimation can be interpreted as an alternative way of regularization, and it is possible
to formulate regularization or statistical estimation approaches in spatial or frequency do-
main.
3.3 Contributions
Our contributions can be collected under two main titles, namely, single-frame resolution
enhancement (Chapter4) and multi-frame resolution enhancement as detailed (Chapter5).
In this section we summarize our contributions.
In the area of single frame resolution enhancement our main contribution is algorith-
mic and computational improvement of the resolution synthesis method. Our main goal
was to investigate the use of resolution synthesis as a high quality low computational com-
plexity resolution enhancement method for customer grade TV sets. Our research on the
original algorithm pointed out several shortcomings in thefeature extraction and off-line
training stages. We designed and tested separate improvements for each case. Based on the
observation that spatial aliasing and noise have a devastating effect on feature extraction
and pixel classification stages, we designed a better feature ext action block that provided
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improved visual performance. To improve the off-line training we introduced a coupling
between the feature extraction and filter design stages withthe ultimate goal of propagat-
ing high resolution spatial information to feature extraction stage. Our efforts resulted in
an iterative off-line training algorithm that provided improved visual performance. Finally,
a major shortcoming of the original resolution synthesis algorithm was its limitation to in-
teger scaling ratios. We extended the resolution synthesismethod to handle non-integer
scaling ratios. Our improved algorithm was implemented in Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA board,
and the implementation details were published in [47].
In the area of multi-frame resolution enhancement our main contribution is the adapta-
tion of superresolution technique to hyperspectral imagery. Most of the existing resolution
enhancement techniques for hyperspectral imagery are based on the existence of a high
resolution panchromatic or multi-spectral observation. Motivated by the fact that hyper-
spectral observations typically obey affine and translational motion models, we proposed
to apply superresolution to hyperspectral imagery. We formulated a complete hyperspectral
imaging model capable of incorporating any linear spectralrepresentation model and spa-
tial blurring effects. Since principal component analysis (PCA) is a popularprocessing step
in several hyperspectral imaging applications, we first incorporated a PCA based spectral
representation model. Based on the resulting imaging modelwe formulated and imple-
mented spatial superresolution for hyperspectral imagery. The most obvious shortcoming
of the PCA based spectral representation is its incapability to represent specific spectral
signatures of interest. Since PCA is designed to capture most of the variation contributed
by all spectral bands at any spatial location, it can not emphasize single spectral signatures.
To remedy this shortcoming we next modified our imaging modelto incorporate the lin-
ear spectral mixing model. Based on the updated model we formulated and implemented
material specific multi-frame resolution enhancement for hyperspectral imagery.
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CHAPTER 4
SINGLE FRAME RESOLUTION ENHANCEMENT
As we discussed in Section2.2 our goal is to design a low-complexity single-frame
resolution enhancement algorithm that allows for an effici nt hardware implementation.
Since we are aiming for customer grade TV sets and set-top boxes, keeping computational
complexity at a minimum is of utmost importance. We can tolerat heavy off-line compu-
tations, but filtering needs to be performed in real-time, and must be as computationally
simple as possible. In the light of our discussions in Section 2.2we base our approach on
the resolution synthesis framework. We start with analyzing resolution synthesis as pro-
posed by Atkins in [1]. Then we point out several short-comings that avoid an effici nt
hardware implementation. Finally, we present our solutions to these shortcomings, and
provide visual comparisons of the improved and original resolution algorithms.
4.1 Resolution synthesis framework
The main idea behind resolution synthesis (RS) can be statedas: In a large training set,
learn the high resolution image details that correspond to different spatial structures ob-
served at low-resolution, such as edges of different orientations, uniform areas and texture
regions, then use those learned relationships to identify and restore the details in other
images. To get a better grip on the idea, note that natural images arehighly structured sig-
nals with much less variability than completely random images. The regularities typically
observed in natural images [9] can be exploited in the resolution enhancement problem.
However, we point out the fact that unless we are working on a highly restricted set of im-
ages with very specific training data, it is not possible to generate thetrue high-resolution
signal components. Hence, instead of trying to reconstructhe rue high resolution details,
we focus on generatingvisually plausibleimage details, such as sharp edges without dis-
turbing jaggies, and natural looking texture. In other words, ather than maximizing fidelity
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to the true signal degraded during acquisition, we aim to maxi ize subjective visual quality
by restoring the details most likely to be found in natural images.
Resolution synthesis approach is based on recognizing thatpixels in natural images
can be classified as belonging into a limited number of context classes. These context
classes are defined by small local pixel neighborhoods that exhibit visually identifiable
spatial structures. Figure4.1 shows three 5× 5 local neighborhoods that can be identified
as belonging into a vertical edge class.
Figure 4.1.Several5× 5 pixel neighborhoods that can be identified as vertical edges
To identify such context classes we prepare a large trainingset consisting of properly
registered high-low resolution image pairs. Depending on the size of the local window, the
number of all possible pixel patterns can be very large. For example, considering a 5× 5
window and 8-bit gray-scale images, the number of possible pixel atterns is
28 × 28 × . . .28
︸             ︷︷             ︸
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= 28×25 = 2200 ≈ 1060. (4.1)
We can not possibly handle such a large number of classes, effectively eliminating the
option of assigning a context class to every possible pixel configuration. Fortunately, for
natural images, the frequency of a large proportion of thesepo sible patterns are very low,
simply because they do not really correspond to meaningful spatial structures. In other
words, a great proportion of these possible patterns are highly random. As such, they
exhibit a noise-like behavior, and can not appear frequently i natural images.
Even if we had a means of eliminating such noise like patterns, we would still be stuck
with a large number of possible pixel configurations. At thispoint, let us have another
look at Figure4.1. Although these neighborhoods are not identical pixel by pixel, they all
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have the same dominant spatial structure, which is a vertical edge. Our intuition tells us
that if we were to derive the optimum interpolation filters for these pixel neighborhoods, the
resulting filters would be very close1. In the light of this observation, we see that instead of
assigning a context class to every possible pixel configuration, we can have a small number
of context classes each of which represents a large number ofpixel neighborhoods with
similar spatial structure. This can be achieved by clustering similar pixel neighborhoods
into a single representative context class. Typically, thenumber of context classes required
to obtain the best clustering is unknown. If the number of classes is fixed, we can always
find the best fitting partition (either crisp or fuzzy) of the data by applying a clustering
method such as c-means, fuzzy c-means, Gustaffson-Kessel, or expectation-maximization
based on Gaussian mixture assumption. But we can always achieve a better fit by increasing
the number of classes, and the real challenge becomes findingthe minimum number of
classes over which increasing the class number does not substantially improve the fit to
the data2. There exist metrics designed to measure the goodness of fit ta given data set
[49], [50] (hence, the quality of the obtained clustering result), and clustering schemes that
adaptively change the number of clusters based on these metrics to remedy the unknown
cluster number problem. In the original resolution synthesis framework described in this
section, the suggested number of classes is around 100. However, in our case the maximum
allowable number of classes is dictated by hardware constrai ts. After an extensive study of
the available resources3, we have decided to limit the number of context classes to eleven.
Keeping the visual performance at a satisfactory level while reducing the number classes
to eleven requires serious improvements in clustering, featur extraction, and classification
blocks. Our proposed improvements will be discussed in the next section.
For clustering purposes, every low resolution pixel is represented by a feature vectory
1Given some optimality criteria, there exists tools and algorithms to compute the optimum filters. For
example, in [48] Liet. al.describe a method to compute the interpolation filters optimal n the MSE sense.
2Note that using a large number of classes can lead to overfitting.
3We would like to offer our thanks to VESTEL Corporation for providing information about the hardware
limitations of the current TV sets.
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extracted from its local neighborhood [51]. By carefully designing the feature extraction
function, we can enhance the clustering performance compared to using the pixel values
directly. Note that the feature extraction function can be designed to nonlinearly distort the
space of the pixel values to accentuate certain spatial features of interest. For example, in
scaling rendition of edges is of great importance. By carefully selecting the feature extrac-
tion function, we can emphasize edges so that they are betters parated from other image
features such as texture and uniform regions. To accuratelydifferentiate between different
context classes feature vectors must be good representativs of the neighborhoods they are
extracted from. If this is not the case, both the training andthe classification phases suffer
from faulty classifications. For the training phase, misclasified neighborhoods distort the
extracted prototypes degrading the classification performance. For the filter design stage,
the optimization method will erroneously try to fit the filterto the misclassified neighbor-
hoods, degrading the performance for the true class.
Figure4.2 shows a 5× 5 local window centered at the current input pixel. Using the
given pixel naming convention, we first obtain a 8× 1 vector ỹ as in Figure4.2. Then
replacements
g1 g2 g3 g4 g5
g6 g7 g8 g9 g10
g11 g12 g13 g14 g15
g16 g17 g18 g19 g20






ỹ1 = (g7 − g13)
ỹ2 = (g8 − g13)
ỹ3 = (g9 − g13)
ỹ4 = (g12 − g13)
ỹ5 = (g14 − g13)
ỹ6 = (g17 − g13)
ỹ7 = (g18 − g13)
ỹ8 = (g19 − g13)
Figure 4.2.5× 5 low resolution feature extraction neighborhood
the feature vectory proposed by Atkins in [1] is computed as the normalized version of ˜y,
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Here 0≤ p ≤ 1 is a parameter that controls the amount of normalization. For p = 1 all
the feature vectors are normalized to unit length. For smaller values ofp normalization
is less severe. Normalizing all feature vector to unit vector has the undesired eff ct of
compressing all vectors onto the 8-dimensional hypersphere. Under this normalization,
feature vectors are so densely packed that separating feature vectors belonging to different
context classes becomes harder. At the other extreme, if we do not have any normalization,
even the feature vectors coming from similar local neighboro ds may have high variations
in their lengths. Hence,p is typically chosen as 0.75, a value that has been shown to provide
a good trade-off [51].
Once we have the feature vectors, we can cluster them to come up with a relatively
small number of representative context classes. This is achieved by modeling the fea-
ture vectors as a random vectors drawn from a multivariate Gaussi n mixture withM
mixture classes, where every Gaussian mixture class corresp nd to a context class. The
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is applied to compute the maximum likelihood
(ML) estimates of the Gaussian mixture parameters, namely,the class means (µi), standard
deviation (σ) 4 and mixture probabilities (πi). Once EM converges and the maximum likeli-
hood estimates of the Gaussian mixture model are obtained, we can compute the probability
that any given feature vector belongs to a mixture (context)class. If these probabilities are
interpreted as memberships than the resulting mixture model provides a fuzzy clustering
of the feature vectors in the training set. New input pixels are classified by computing the
probabilities that their feature vectors are drawn from a context class.
Let us denote the raster-scanned high resolution pixels byf , and the raster-scanned low
resolution pixels byg. Derivation of the optimal resolution synthesis filters is based on the
4The sameσ is used for all classes and for all feature vector entries. This is a quite limiting assumption
and will be discussed in Section 4.2.
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following assumptions:




pY|J(y| j)π j, pY|J(y| j) ∼ N(µ j , σ
2I ).
• Assumption 2: Given the input low resolution pixel neighborhood and the context
class, the high resolution pixels are Gaussian
pF|G,J( f |g, j) = N(A j g+ β j, σ
2ATj A j).
• Assumption 3: Given feature vectory, the class distribution is independent of the
high resolution and low resolution pixels
pJ|F,G( j| f , g) = pJ|Y( j|y).
Under these assumptions the MMSE estimator can shown to be [51]












(A j g+ β j)





2σ2 ‖ y− µ j ‖
2)
︸                                ︷︷                                ︸
wj
, (4.4)
whereE[·] denotes the statistical expectation operator,A j is the optimal filter for class
j, andβ j is the optimal bias term for classj. From Eq.4.3 we can see that final high
resolution pixel estimates are computed as a weighted linear combination of the estimates
for all context classes. Hence, resolution synthesis as shown in Figure4.3consists of three
processing stages.
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• Step 1: Perform off-line training (performed only once, before the classification and
filtering steps). Apply EM to get the ML estimates of model parameters,µ j, π j, and
σ for j = 1, . . . ,M.
• Step 2: For these estimates, compute the ML estimates of the filter parameters,A j
andβ j for j = 1, . . . ,M.
• Step 3: For every input low resolution pixel, extract the feature vector, compute the
weights (wj), and use the optimized filters to get the high resolution estimate as the































Figure 4.3.Resolution synthesis block diagram
We conclude this section with an example that demonstrates the potential visual im-
provement offered by context dependent filtering. In this example we upsamle the image
shown in Figure4.5(a) by four, using three different interpolation filters, namely, the bilin-
ear interpolation filter, a 91× 91 separable linear interpolation filter, and a 12× 12 nonsep-
arable (directional) linear interpolation filter5. The 91× 91 separable filter was designed
5The 12× 12 mask includes all phases of the directional filter. Since we have 4 phases for each direction,
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to have a quite precise cut-off frequency ofπ/4 with negligible ripple in both pass and
stop-bands. The separated 1D frequency response, which is identical for both vertical and
horizontal directions, is shown in Figure 4.4(a). The 2D frequ ncy response obtained by
convolving the 1D filter in vertical and horizontal directions is shown in Figure 4.4(b). The
directional filter was obtained by resolution synthesis configured to have a single context
class. Note that the input image was carefully chosen to accommodate this scenario. The
training was done on the picture shown in Figure 4.4(a) and its four times downsampled
version. The 2D frequency response of the directional filteris shown in Figure 4.6. Fig-
ures 4.5 (b),(c) and (d) show the upscaling results. Bilinear interpolation output is blurry
with jaggy edges. The 91× 91 separable filter improves the jaggies but still has a blurry
look with visible ringing. Finally, the 12×12 nonseparable directional filter provides sharp
transitions with reduced ringing using a much smaller filtersize. Of course, in this exam-
ple we have a single context class, and faulty classificationis not an issue. This points
out an important aspect of training based scaling methods:The most essential part of the
algorithm is the classification.As long as classification performs fairly good, training and
filtering stages can be optimized to achieve satisfactory peformance.
4.2 Modified resolution synthesis
In its current form resolution synthesis is computationally too demanding for systems with
limited computational resources and memory. The high computational load is mainly due
to the large number of classes required for satisfactory performance (typically anywhere
between 30-100), and the requirement for weighted linear combination (soft filtering). Soft
filtering is especially demanding since it requires repeated application of a 5× 5 filter,
implying 25 additional multiplications, and an additionalaccumulation for every class in-
cluded in soft filtering. In addition, the combination weights (wj ’s in Figure 4.2 must be




Figure 4.4. (a) Original image (b) Bilinear interpolation result (c) 91× 91 separable filter result (d)
12× 12directional filter result




































Figure 4.5. (a) Frequency response of the 91 tap 1D filter (b) 2D frequencyresponse of the91× 91
separable filter
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Figure 4.6.2D frequency response of the12× 12directional filter
computed to obtain the final result. Although in [51] Atkins proposes several modifica-
tions to reduce computational complexity, these modifications do not allow for efficient
hardware implementations, and require large amounts of on-board memory. During our
experiments to gauge the performance of resolution synthesis, we observed that directly
reducing the number of classes (below∼ 30) without any modifications in the training, fea-
ture extraction or classification stages, severely degrades performance. Visual performance
of the resolution synthesis algorithm trained with eleven co text classes is demonstrated in
Figures4.7, 4.8and4.9. Figure4.7shows the original test image that is enlarged by a fac-
tor of two in both vertical and horizontal directions. Figures4.8 and4.9 compare regions
cropped from the results of bicubic interpolation and original resolution synthesis trained
with eleven classes and approximately 250,000 training (hih-low) pixel pairs. The visual
performance of resolution synthesis under current settings s equivalent to that of bicu-
bic interpolation, which is a much simpler method. Also using only one class (the class
with maximum membership) to compute the high resolution pixels resulted in degraded
performance. We found out that the discrimination power of the feature vectors shown
in Figure4.2 was severely degraded as the number of context classes was reduced below
∼ 25, which in turn degraded the performance of the training.
These shortcomings render resolution synthesis useless for customer grade flat panel
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Figure 4.7.Original test image
displays, where the computational complexity must be kept blow some threshold.Our
goal is to introduce novel modifications to allow resolutionsynthesis to perform satisfac-
torily with as low as eleven context classes using hard decision - i.e., using a single class
for filtering. Proposed modifications are in the feature extraction and classification blocks,
and in the training method used to extract context classes, class prototypes and the optimal
filters from the available training data.
4.2.1 Proposed modifications in feature extraction
Before we discuss the properties of the optimal feature vectors, we pause to elaborate on
difficulties associated with defining and finding theoptimal features. Apparently, the fea-
ture extraction mapping has a strong influence on the visual performance of the algorithm.
The feature mapping along with the clustering algorithm employed during the off-line train-
ing phase effectivelydefinethe resulting context classes. Note that the clustering algorithm
has a rather limited effect. The dominant structure of the feature vector space is manly
decided by the feature extraction mapping. The clustering algorithm simply detects and
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8.(a) Bicubic interpolation and (b) original resolution synthesis
(a) (b)
Figure 4.9.(a) Bicubic interpolation and (b) original resolution synthesis
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Figure 4.10.5× 5 low resolution neighborhoods with varying spatial structures
exploits this structure by grouping pixels with similar feature vectors together, and obtain-
ing prototype feature vectors that best explain all pixels assigned to each class.
Let us start with discussing the notion of optimality for features. Although most of our
algorithmic development and performance evaluation was based on mean squared error6
(MSE) minimization, final evaluation of our resolution enhacement algorithm will be done
subjectively by human observers. Hence, it makes sense to define the optimality of the fea-
ture set and the resulting resolution enhancement algorithm asmaximizing perceived visual
quality for a fairly large set of natural image/video signals. Unfortunately, understanding
and modeling the way humans assess the quality of image/video signals is a challenging
research problem. Although there exist subjective qualitymetrics based on experimental
studies of the human visual system, the exact quality criteria employed by humans are still
unknown. The subjective quality assessment task is furthercomplicated by the fact that the
way humans evaluate quality of image/video signals, in terms of sharpness, contrast, and
visual artifacts, is dependent on the viewing conditions [52]. Certain visual artifacts such
as color contouring become visible when viewed in dim light,while jagged edges are easier
to see in high contrast scenes viewed in well lighted rooms. Finally, to make things even
worse, perceived visual quality is a strong function of the viewer’s personal taste. Some
viewers enjoy sharp pictures with high contrast, and may be willing to accept certain visual
artifacts commonly produced when obtaining such pictures (such as over and undershoots
around edges). On the other hand, some viewers prefer artifact free pictures at the expense
6Since the low resolution images are obtained from high resolution originals, we have access to perfectly
registered high resolution pixel values, and it is possibleto compute MSE values.
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of reduced sharpness.
All these observations lead to the conclusion that accurately m asuring the subjective
visual performance is an involved and time consuming process. Furthermore, reproducibil-
ity and/or generalization of the measurements is not guaranteed since the results are de-
pendent on the viewing conditions and the selected viewers.In light of this fact, futility
of searching for a single set of visuallyoptimal feature set becomes obvious. Hence, we
rather try to design our feature vectors to achieve simpler goals, namely, to provide good
edge synthesis and robustness against signal noise. The prop rties we try to enforce on
our feature vectors in the following are merely ways of achieving these goals within cer-
tain hardware limitations, and apparently we do not claim any optimality in the subjective
visual quality sense.
Ideally, we require the feature vectors to be insensitive tochanges in the average lumi-
nance value of the local neighborhood. This guarantees thatblocks with similar structure
but different average luminance, such as edges of the same orientation wi h different step
size or polarity, will be clustered together. The feature mapping proposed by Atkins does
not possess this property. For an illustration of this problem consider the 5× 5 pixel neigh-
borhoods shown in Figure4.10. Judging by the dominant spatial structure, we expect to
find the feature vectors extracted from the first two neighboro ds, which represent a verti-
cal edge, to be closer to each other compared to the feature vector extracted from the third
window, which represents a uniform region with a slight texture. Using the pixel values
given in the Figure4.10, we compute that the distance between the first and the second
feature vectors is 58.15, the distance between the first and the third feature vector is 14.08,
and finally the distance between the second and the third feature vectors is 31.52. Clearly,
the distance between the feature vectors extracted from clear vertical edges (58.15) is larger
than the distances between these feature vectors and the feaure vector extracted from a uni-
form region (14.08 and 31.52). This shortcoming of the feature vectors results in creation
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of redundant context classes, which model essentially the same feature with different lumi-
nance values. When we are allowed to have a sufficiently large number of classes, this does
not severely effect the performance. However, if we have a very limited number of con-
text classes, this problem has a devastating effect on the visual performance. Since certain
spatial structures can have higher frequency in the training set, they dominate one or more
other context classes with lower frequencies, and capture mltiple classes. This severely
degrades the visual performance since the pixels belongingto the suppressed classes are
processed with filters effectively optimized for a different spatial structure. To improve the
feature vectors we start with a list of desired properties
1. Feature vectors should not heavily depend on the average illuminance value of the
local neighborhood.
2. Feature vectors of edges with the same orientation but different polarity should be
close.
3. Feature vectors should eff ctively capture the dominant local spatial structure even
under slight aliasing and/or noise.
To reduce the dependency on the local illuminance, the featur extraction block is mod-
ified to have a mean removal step. Right after the first order pixel differences are obtained,
the mean value of the differences is computed and subtracted from all elements. To satisfy
the requirement that edges with the same orientation with different polarity should have
similar feature vectors, the next modification is to square all terms of the feature vector.
We have also experimented with taking the absolute value of all terms, but using squared
terms was found to have an additional advantage. When we raisall terms to the second
power, larger differences representing the dominant structured are effectively boosted com-
pared to the smaller differences that might have been caused by noisy or slightly textured
pixels. Since the final step of feature extraction is normalization, boosting larger differences
results in further suppressing smaller differences in the final feature vector. And finally, to
increase robustness against noise and slight aliasing, we extract feature vectors from a 5×5
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window instead of a 3× 3 window. This increase in the window size also increases thedis-
crimination power of the feature vectors, especially for edges that are close to the perfect
vertical/horizontal orientations. Note that these edges are hardestto detect and synthesize
properly. Since the angle of such an edge to perfect vertical/horizontal orientation is very
small, the amount of change in values of pixels within a smallwindow centered on the
edge boundary is also very small. Hence, to effectively handle these edges we require an
increase in the size of the window from which we extract the feature vectors. Features
extracted from 5× 5 neighborhoods with the modifications detailed so far proved to have
much higher discrimination power, and performed much better under slight aliasing. All















ỹj andp = 0.75, (4.5)
whereỹ is defined as in Figure4.11.
The original resolution synthesis algorithm models the feature vectors as samples drawn
from a multivariate Gaussian mixture. The mixture parameters are estimated from the train-
ing data via the EM algorithm. The resulting model is used to compute the probability of a
feature vector being drawn from a given mixture class. Theseprobabilities are interpreted
as a fuzzy clustering of the feature vectors. Instead of EM based clustering we use more
flexible robust fuzzy-clustering techniques. Since fuzzy-clustering techniques are based on
the minimization of a cost function, various constraints oncluster sizes, membership de-
grees and noisy samples can be imposed by modifying the cost function. As elegant as the
EM based clustering may be, such constraints can not be imposed in the Gaussian mixture
framework. The fuzzy clustering technique we use is a generalization of the well-known
Gustafson-Kessel algorithm. We combine the Mahalanobis distance with cluster volume
constraints such that the cluster corresponding to the uniform areas has a larger volume
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Figure 4.11.5× 5 low resolution neighborhood and the modified feature vector
compared to the other clusters. This constraint is based on the observation that natural im-
ages mainly consist of uniform areas. Even edges have uniform areas around the transition
boundary that defines the edge.
The reduction in the number of context classes requires the classification step to be im-
proved accordingly. Now that we have a much smaller number ofcontext classes, faulty
classifications seriously degrade the overall performance. An obvious shortcoming of res-
olution synthesis training phase is the use of a single standard eviation for all feature
coordinates of all classes. This simply corresponds to using C = σ2I as the covariance
matrix of all classes whereI is the 8× 8 identity matrix. It should be self-evident that the
feature vectors extracted from neighborhoods that belong tdifferent context classes may
have quite different magnitudes (energies or variations). Hence imposingall classes to have
the same covariance matrix is simply poor modeling. We remedy his shortcoming by using
different a variance value for each class,i.e. Ci = σ2i I . This corresponds to assuming that
the entries of the feature vectors are identical and independent, and the variances of the
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feature vector elements are class dependent.
The objective of our proposed research is to render the proposed single-frame resolution
enhancement algorithm applicable to customer grade flat panel displays. In its current form
the proposed scaling algorithm is computationally simple enough to be implemented in
such systems. But computational simplicity by itself is notenough to certify an algorithm
fit for customer grade products. There are other factors thatinfluence the applicability of
any algorithm aimed for these products, the most important one being robustness under
varying operating conditions, and a wide range of input signals. To make the proposed
method suitable for TV sets, we require robustness against noise and specific visual artifacts
frequently observed in TV broadcasting, namely, deinterlacing artifacts.
As detailed in Section4.1, the proposed scaling method classifies the input pixels based
on local neighborhoods. If the signal to noise ratio of the input signal is low enough,
noisy pixels may introduce classification errors. In typical TV video pipelines denoising is
performed by a dedicated block that is placed right after thevid o decoder. In our work, we
assume that some type of denoise filtering is performed on theinput signal, and the SNR
of the signal input to the scaler is not very low.
Since signal noise is typically of high frequency nature, noisy pixels are erroneously
classified as genuine details andenhancedby resolution synthesis, resulting in a visually
disturbing, noisy appearance. Directly applying resolutin enhancement to noisy input sig-
nals creates two types of visual artifacts. First is the flickering pixels caused by temporally
changing classification results for the noisy pixels. Second is the grainy look caused by
amplified static noisy pixels. To suppress these artifacts we propose two modifications in
the feature extraction block. The first modification is to include a coring function right after





0 if din ≤ Tl
din if Tl ≤ din ≤ Th
0 if Th ≤ din
(4.6)
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wheredin is the input pixel difference value,dout is the output pixel difference value, andTl,
Th are the lower and higher thresholds, respectively. In our imple entation the thresholds
Tl andTh are fixed values optimized for certain noise levels (we usedTl = 4 andTh = 256).
If the computational budget allows, the thresholds can be made adaptive to the local contrast
and signal dependent noise levels.
The second modification is detection and suppression of input pixels with very high
feature values. Based on the observation that noisy pixels typically have high gradients
in multiple directions, we detect and suppress pixels whosefeatures satisfy the following
conditions
Condition 1: If ỹ1 > Ta andỹ3 > Td andỹ6 > Td andỹ8 > Ta (4.7)
Condition 2: If ỹ2 > Tv andỹ4 > Th andỹ5 > Th andỹ7 > Tv (4.8)
where, the unnormalized feature vector entries ˜yi are as defined in Figure4.11. Fig-
ure 4.12(a) shows a frame captured from a DVD. Classification resultswith and without
coring are shown in Figure4.12(b) and (c), respectively. Every color corresponds to a spe-
cific context class. Reduced business in uniform areas implies that a much larger portion
of the noisy pixels are classified as uniform, denoted by black color. In our implementation
the thresholdsTh, Tv, Td andTa are fixed values optimized for certain noise levels (we used
Th = Tv = Td = Ta = 40). If the computational budget allows, these thresholds can be
made adaptive to the local contrast.
Another important perturbation in the signal structure is interlacing. NTSC standard
for conventional color TV broadcasting allocates a fixed bandwidth of 6 MHz for each
TV channel. Since the allocated bandwidth is limited, the amount of information that can
be conveyed through the channel is also limited. Noting thatinformation in this case is a
videosignal, one can see that the main trade-off is between the spatial resolution (quality
and amount of details in the spatial domain,i.e. how densely we sample in the spatial do-





Figure 4.12.(a) The original captured frame without any modifications including addition of Gaussian
noise (b) Classification result obtainedwith coring (c) Classification result obtainedwithoutcoring
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sample in the temporal domain). Hence, the question that naturally arises is:How should
we utilize the bandwidth to provide the viewer with satisfactory spatial and temporal res-
olution while meeting the bandwidth constraint?Interlacing provides a means of trading
(vertical) spatial resolution for better temporal resoluti n. Instead of transmitting all pixels
of every frame, only the odd or even numbered lines of the frames (usually called as odd
and even fields) are captured, and transmitted in an alternating f shion. The TV hardware
is responsible for combining the odd and even fields, and displaying the full frame. The
CRT TV sets achieve this by first scanning the phosphor screenwith the odd field first, and
introducing a single line shift before scanning with the even fi ld. The afterglow of the
phosphor screen, combined with the persistence of vision results in two fields being per-
ceived as a single continuous image. The result is viewing full horizontal detail with half
the bandwidth that would be required for a full progressive scan, while keeping the neces-
sary CRT refresh rate to prevent heavy flicker. Unfortunately, flat panels displays, including
LCDs and plasma displays, are inherently progressive scan,th t is, they can not directly
display interlaced video signals. Depending on the design of the display, deinterlacing is
performed either within the video pipeline or before the video signal is input to the display.
In either case deinterlacing can get quite involved. The main issue is that the boundaries
of moving objects are displaced in odd and even frames, and without precise knowledge of
the motion present in the scene perfect reconstruction is not possible. Motion compensated
deinterlacing techniques are computationally too intensive for low and mid-end products,
and typically these products have much simpler deinterlacers based on line and/or field
repetition or averaging. These algorithms inevitably create visual artifacts on and around
object boundaries in high motion scenes, namely blurred object oundaries (line repetition
or averaging) and comb artifacts (caused by field repetition).When processed with single
frame resolution enhancement algorithms, these artifactsre erroneously considered as
genuine image details, and amplified, resulting in visuallydisturbing pictures.
To remedy this issue we propose a feature based approach similar to the one used for
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Figure 4.13.5× 5 low resolution neighborhood and the modified feature vector
noisy signals. Our approach is based on the observation thatdeinterlacing artifacts exhibit
a very specific spatial structure of alternating horizontallines as shown in Figure4.14(a).
We augment feature vectors with four additional features designed to detect this spatial
structure. The resulting modified feature vector is shown inFigure4.13. If the values of
the augmented features satisfy the condition given as
ỹ22 > Tsng andỹ23 > Tsng andỹ21 > Tdbl andỹ24 > Tdbl, (4.9)
then the input pixel is declared as deinterlacing artifact,nd interpolated with a linear filter
that does not amplify the disturbing line structure. Figure4.14(b) shows the deinterlacing
artifacts detected in the example deinterlaced picture shown in Figure4.14(a). Once again,




Figure 4.14.(a) Deinterlaced frame with visible line artifacts (b) Deinterlacing artifact map
video clips (we usedTsng=60 andTdbl=60). If the computational budget allows, these
thresholds can be made adaptive to the local motion and contrast.
4.2.2 Iterative training scheme
In this section we discuss the details of our final algorithmic odification, namely, feature-
filter coupled iterative training. The proposed training method, shown in Figure4.15, is
based on the observation that interpolation filter design stage has direct access to the high
resolution pixels. We note that due to Assumption 3 given in Section4.1 clustering with
respect to feature vectors (distribution parameter estimation) is completely uncoupled with
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filter design, and high resolution pixels are only utilized by the filter design block, which is
executed only once after the pixel clustering block converges. Hence, if we can couple in-
terpolation filters to the feature extraction and classification stages, clustering performance
should be improved by the contribution of the high resolution spatial information. Given
the low and high resolution training images, proposed method iteratively extracts the best
interpolation filters and the context class prototypes thatare used to determine input pixel’s


















Figure 4.15.Proposed iterative training scheme
0. Initialization
After extracting the feature vectors of all the low resolution pixels in the training
set, class prototypes are initialized randomly. The prototype for class number one is
manually set to a vector of all zeros. This guarantees that wehav a class reserved
for uniform areas. All covariance matrices are set to identity matrices.
1. Clustering with respect to features
After initialization, the low resolution pixels are classified with respect to their fea-
ture vectors, Block 1 in Figure4.15. This is done by going through all low resolution
pixels, computing the weighted Euclidian distance (the weighting matrix is the in-
verse of feature covariance matrix) between the pixel’s featur vector, which is a
representative of the local image characteristic of the lowresolution pixel and the
cluster prototypes, which are representatives of different context classes. Then the
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input low resolution pixel is labeled with the index of the cluster whose feature vec-
tor is the closest to the low resolution pixel’s feature vector.7
2. Filter update
Once the low resolution pixels are clustered with respect totheir feature vectors,
i.e. spatial context, the interpolation filters for all clustersa e updated with the filter
that minimizes the mean-squared-error between the interpolated and the true high
resolution pixels computed for all low resolution pixels ina specific cluster, Block
2 in Figure4.15. Tikhonov regularization is used to avoid filters that excessively
amplify the high frequency components. While preparing thetraining samples, a
small amount of blurring prior to downsampling (anti-aliasfiltering) is necessary to
model the camera response and also to avoid aliasing. But completely filtering out the
high frequency components eff ctively creates an inverse problem where the filters
are asked to bring back completely removed signal components (this is only possible
in multi-frame case), resulting in bad filters. Hence, the design of the anti-alias filter
is quite important. We observed that zero phase linear filters with properly adjusted
cut-off frequencies provided good visual results.
3. Clustering with respect to filters
After the filter update, all input pixels are clustered with respect to the minimum
mean-squared-error interpolation filter, Block 3 in Figure4.15. This is accomplished
by going through all low-resolution training pixels, computing the interpolated high
resolution pixels by all interpolation filters one by one, and comparing the inter-
polated pixels to the available high resolution pixels. Thelow resolution pixel is
then labeled with the index of the interpolation filter that gives the minimum mean-
squared-error between the interpolated and real high resolution pixels.
7Note that any clustering scheme can be used in this stage. We experimented with EM based Gaussian
mixture fitting, but we did not observe any visual quality improvement.
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4. Class prototype update
Once all the input pixels are classified, the feature vectorsof the obtained clusters
are updated one by one, Block 4 in Figure4.15. This update can be done in various
different ways such as taking the average of the median of the feature vectors. Class
covariance matrices are updated next. To reduce computational c mplexity, we as-
sume diagonal covariance matrices. Then we go back to clustering with respect to
features, and iterate in this fashion for predetermined times. In our experiments we
worked with 2 iterations.
Once the filter coefficients and the feature vectors of all contexts are learned from t ain-
ing data, these parameters are passed to the interpolation stage. We note that further im-
provements over the algorithm detailed here are possible. It should be clear to the reader
that clustering with respect to the filters and clustering with respect to the features are two
different goals which may not agree for a specific choice of featurs and filter clustering
method. Although it is possible to come up with a feature extraction method and a way of
clustering pixels with respect to the best filter that agree for an arbitrarily large percentage
of training pixels, finding such schemes is not straightforward. We have observed that for
the current implementation increasing the number of iterations corrupted the interpolation
filters and the class prototypes. Through exhaustive computer simulations we have con-
cluded that clustering with respect to interpolation filters based on minimum MSE is the
main reason that avoids convergence. Pixels in uniform areas are frequently assigned to
wrong context classes due to their lack of structure (almostall filters perform good). Ad-
ditional regularization terms are required to make clustering with respect to filters more
robust.
One aspect of the algorithm which we should discuss is the number of context classes.
Obviously, too few context classes would not be able to represent all spatial structures
frequently observed in natural image/video data. On the other hand, too many classes
would over-fit to the training data, degrading the general interpolation performance. In the
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original resolution synthesis derivation the suggested number of context classes to obtain
satisfactory visual results is around M=100. In [51] it is argued that the number of context
classes is a parameter that can be identified along with the other parameters of the model,
under the a modified criterion of optimality called penalized8 likelihood criteria [50]. In
our case we were limited by the maximum allowable computation l budget which was
dictated by the Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA board. Based on our study of the mentioned board
we decided to limit our context classes with 13. All of the results presented in this thesis
are obtained with using less than 13 context classes.
4.3 Extension to non-integer scaling ratios
The original resolution synthesis method is designed for integer scaling ratios only. This
limitation is a serious drawback since most applications requir non-integer scaling ratios.
In this section we describe generalization of the resolution synthesis method to non-integer
scaling ratios.
Let us denote the scaling ratios in horizontal (x) and vertical (y) directions withLx and
Ly, respectively. For integer scaling ratios larger than or equal to one, for every input pixel
we have anLx × Ly block of corresponding output pixels. When the scaling ratios are
smaller than one, we have the downsampling case9. If we downsample by an integer ratio,
a similar statement holds: For everyLx×Ly block of input pixels, there is one corresponding
output pixel. For non-integer scaling ratios these statements are not valid. Since the filter
design stage of the original resolution synthesis is based on this pixel to patchstructure,
non-integer scaling ratios can not be directly handled.
The registration of input and output pixel grids for non-integer scaling ratios is essen-
tial to understand the proposed modification. The key to understand non-integer scaling
8Each of these criteria includes a term for the likelihood of the model, which is weighed against a term
for the order of the model, so that models with excessively low or high orders are discouraged.
9Typically decimation byL refers to keeping one out of everyL samples and dropping the rest. Down-
sampling refers to anti-alias filtering followed by decimation. We use decimation and downsampling inter-
changeably assuming proper anti-alias filtering is applied.
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ratios is the idea ofpolyphase filtering[53]. Instead of including a through overview of
polyphase filtering, we will take a more practical approach to in roduce the idea. For a
detailed treatment of polyphase filtering the interested rea er is referred to [53]. Also for
an interesting application of polyphase filtering to image scaling and analysis of aliasing
artifacts see [54]. For the sake of clarity, we shall introduce the basic idea on one dimen-
sional (1D) signals. All the following results and ideas cane sily be generalized to the two
dimensional (2D) case.
The main result of polyphase filtering is the following:Non-integer scaling ratios are
handled by first upsampling by an integer factor U, followed by downsampling by an in-
teger factor D, such thatUD equals the desired scaling ratio L. The order of upsampling
and downsampling operations can be changed, but for upscaling, this order is the natural
choice. Note that for the upscaling caseL ≥ 1, which impliesU ≥ D. Hence, by upsam-
pling first we effectively eliminate the need for the anti-alias filtering stage that is required
to avoid aliasing. We next introduce the idea offilter phases. Phases of an interpolation
filter can be best described on an example. Consider Figure4.16where we demonstrate
upscaling of a 1D signal (x[n]) by three. We use a nine tap LSI interpolation filter (c[n]).
We first insertL−1 = 2 zeros between each sample, and then filter the resulting upsampled
signal with the interpolation filter to obtain the upscaled signal y[n]. From Figure4.16we
can see that for any given output sample, only three filter taps are multiplied with non-zero
samples. The remaining filter taps fall on zeros inserted betwe n the input samples, and do
not contribute to the output. We can also see that the filter coffi ients that correspond to
















Note that the number of filter phases isL = 3. One of the most important results from
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polyphase filtering is the idea of filter phases. We emphasizethat for any output sample
only a single phase of the interpolation filter is used. The remaining phases overlap with
zero samples. Hence, we can improve computational efficiency of interpolation by simply
separating an interpolation filter into its phases, deciding which phase is to be used for an
output sample, and performing the filtering with the appropriate phase only. If the desired
scaling ratio wasL = 1.5, we would continue with decimating by two. Since we upsample
by three prior to decimation, anti-alias filtering is not necessary and the final scaled signal
can easily by obtained by picking one out of every two samples.
x[n]
y[n] = x[n] ∗ c[n]

























































Figure 4.16.Phases of an interpolation filter
Figure4.17 demonstrates two 2D upscaling examples forL = 2 andL = 1.5. The
coloring of the pixels is designed to denote the pixel registration between the input and
output patches. Every output pixel is also labeled with the vertical and horizontal filter
phases. For non-integer scaling ratios, the number of phases is basically equivalent toU.
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Hence,
For L = 2 =
2
1
⇒ 2 phases (4.13)
For L = 1.5 =
3
2
⇒ 3 phases (4.14)
For L = 1.5, the blue input pixel (which can be though as the (0, 0) position on the low
resolution grid) has a corresponding 2× 2 patch of output pixels. Similarly, green and
red pixels are mapped to 2 pixels and the yellow pixel gets mapped to a single pixel. It
can be verified that this block structure is repeated for all other input pixels. The period
of the repeating output block structure isU = 3. Hence, if the desired scaling ratio was
L = 1.6 = 85, we would haveU = 8 phases, and the output patch pattern would repeat with


















































Figure 4.17.2D scaling examples withL = 2 and L = 1.5
The next polyphase filtering idea is to perform filtering selectively to avoid wasting
computational resources on the decimated samples. For theL = 1.5 case in Figure4.17we
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can see that after decimation only one forth of the pixels in the intermediate picture make it
to the final output. We could further improve computational efficiency by computing only
the samples that will not be dropped by the decimation step. The implementation of this
idea, which completes the polyphase scaling concept, is straight forward. For every output
pixel we first compute the corresponding phase. It should be fairly clear that the phase of
each output sample is directly decided by its location on theoutput grid. If we denote the
output vertical and horizontal coordinates with (x, y), and the vertical and horizontal phases

























Once we decide on the phase number, we apply the corresponding i terpolation filter phase
to obtain the output pixel value. This implementation combines phase based filtering with
decimation to achieve computationally efficiency non-integer ratio scaling.
From a practical point of view the polyphase filtering strategy is not directly applicable
to hardware implementation because of two reasons:
1. In theory, we can always get arbitrarily close to the desiredL (as long asL is a rational
number) by properly adjustingU andD. The problem is, for some values ofL, the
integersU and D can get too large. Fortunately, polyphase filtering theory offers
elegant solutions for large to this problem. Note that direct interpolation approach
would use all filter coefficients and store the upsampled image prior to decimation.
For large values ofU, we require large interpolation filters to achieve satisfactory
visual results and the computational burden of filtering is substantial. Also, storing
the upsampled image would cause memory issues since the upsampled image hasU2
times as many pixels as the input image. In actuality, thanksto polyphase filtering,
we never execute full upsampling, store the upsampled imageand then decimate.
Nevertheless, in certain cases, getting an exact match requiresU values so large that
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even with polyphase filtering techniques the computationalburden is prohibitive.
2. In theory, this approach can handle any non-integer valued scaling ratio but picking
proper values ofU andD. But in practice we do not have the luxury of changing
these values for every scaling ratio. In actuality, we have control over onlyD, and
we are stuck with a fixed value ofU. This is due to the fact that every different value
of U requires a new interpolation filter, and storing the corresponding filter coeffi-
cients. Since typical hardware flows are highly optimized, this ype of flexibility is
not possible.
Hence, the bottom line ismost of the time we have to settle for an approximate L.
Real world scalers handle non-integer scaling ratios by upsam ling with a quite large ratio,
typically around 128, followed by decimation, where the decimation ratioD is picked to
match the desiredL as closely as possible. Note that the larger the value of the fixed
upsampling ratio, the better the approximation but the harder the interpolation filtering.
Using polyphase filtering techniques, the interpolation filter is divided into its phases, and
each output sample is computed by using a single phase only. This substantially reduces
the computational burden of the interpolation filter. Also,by performing filtering for each
output sample separately the storage problem is virtually eliminated.
We could directly apply the polyphase filtering approach (with fixedU and variableD)
to generalize resolution synthesis to non-integer scalingratios. But this approach is plagued
by practical issues. Assuming we pick the fixed upsampling ratio as 128, we would have
128× 128 = 16384 phases for each class. Each phase is anM × M non-separable filter,
where typical values forM are 3,4,5. Optimizing such a large number of filter coefficients
(for M = 5, we have 409600 coefficients foreachclass) is problematic. To obtain reliable
filter coefficients we have to avoid ill-conditioned cases, where the number of linearly inde-
pendent training samples for a phase is less than the data. Given the number of coefficients
to be optimized, avoiding the ill-conditioned cases requires prohibitive amounts of data.
Hence, we decided to take an alternative approach motivatedby the observation that for
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TV sets, high quality resolution conversion is only required for certain fixed ratios. This is
the case since there exists only a limited number of native screen resolutions and a limited
number of standard signal resolutions. Based on this fact,we design a specific set of RS
filters for each scaling ratio. We observed that the visual quality improvement gained by
using class specific non-separable filters allows us to lowerthe number of phases compared
to LSI filtering.
We conclude this section by presenting a discussion of the optimality of the proposed
generalization strategy. We base our discussion on a reformulation of the original optimal
filter derivation presented in [51]. Let us start with definitions. The number of pixels in the





wheres is the index over the training setS. For the fuzzy clustering case the class weights
0 < wj,ys < 1 are computed by the clustering method. For example, if we use Gaussian
mixture fitting as done in the original resolution synthesisformulation
wj,ys = pJ|Y( j|ys, θ̂), (4.16)
whereθ̂ denotes the Gaussian mixture parameters. For the crisp clustering case the class
weights will be zero for all classes except for the class thate pixel is assigned to. The



















pJ|Y( j|ys, θ̂). (4.17)
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pJ|Y( j|ys, θ̂). (4.18)
Using these definitions the optimal filter coefficients are computed as
A j = Γ f g| jΓ
−1
gg| j ,
β j = ν f | j − Γ f g| jΓ
−1
gg| jνg| j . (4.19)
In the original derivation presented in [51] the feature and filter parameters are obtained as
ML estimates from the incomplete data likelihood using expectation maximization. Let us
revisit Assumption 3 stated in Section4.1:
Assumption 3: Given feature vectory, the class distribution is independent of the high
resolution and low resolution pixels
pJ|F,G( j| f , g) = pJ|Y( j|y).
Using this assumption, the incomplete data likelihood can be factored into 2 terms that
can be optimized separately. First, the feature parametersθ̂ are obtained by applying the
expectation-maximization (EM) method. Then using the obtained ML estimates, the filter
term is maximized. The derivation of the optimal interpolation filters is mainly based on
Assumption 2 stated in Section4.1:
Assumption 2: Given the input low resolution pixel neighborhood and the context
class, the high resolution pixels are Gaussian
pF|G,J( f |g, j) = N(A j g+ β j, σ
2ATj A j).
Hence, filter optimization is equivalent to ML estimation ofthe mean of a Gaussian.
Since the filter coefficients are computed as the ML estimate of the mean of a Gaussian, the
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resulting estimates are equivalent to minimum mean squareder or (MMSE) estimates. Fur-
thermore, for Guassian distribution MMSE of the mean is equivalent to the linear MMSE
(LMMSE) [55]. The resulting formulas confirm this fact since they exactly match the well-
known LMMSE solutions. Based on this observation we presentan alternative derivation
which is more suitable for our purposes.
Let us formulate the optimal filtering operation as
f s = A j gs+ β j , (4.20)
where f s denotes a raster-scanned vector of output pixel andgs enotes a raster-scanned
vector of input pixels that fall into the filter mask. Note that for non-integer scaling ratios
the size of the output patch, hence the size off s depends ons. This does not really affect
the result, but to avoid notational confusion wed fine f s as a vector with fixed length of
Lx × Ly, where the unused phase entries are simply zeros. We define the cost function for
the j th class as
∑
s∈S
wj,ys‖ f s− A j gs + β j‖
2. (4.21)
Noting wj,ys denotes the previously defined class membership weights, wecan see that the
cost function in Eq.4.21is the accumulated weighted squared error for thej th context class.
Finally, we define the filter optimization problem for thej th context class as
min









In appendix App.B we show that the resulting optimal filter coefficients are identical to
the ones in Eq.4.19. Hence, these two formulations define the same problem. Let us







fs,k − aj,k gs+ β j,k
)2
, (4.23)
where fs,k is thekth output pixel,a j,k is the corresponding filter phase, andβ j,k is the cor-
responding bias term. From Eq.4.23we can see that the cost function, hence the optimal
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filter, can be decomposed intoLx × Ly different terms corresponding to each phase. This
observation is the key to generalize the algorithm to non-integer scaling ratios. Basically,








wj,ys‖ fs,k − a j,k gs+ β j,k‖
2

 for k = 0, 1, . . . , Lx × Ly. (4.24)
On the algorithmic side, all training samples are labeled and grouped with respect to their
context classesand phase numbers. To decide on the number of phases to be used fora
specific scaling ratio, we experiment with an increasing number of phases until we obtain
visually satisfactory results. For the scaling ratios typically required in SD to HD conver-
sion (1.5 < Lx, Ly < 2.5), we observed that at most six phases provided visually satisfactory
results.
4.4 Experimental setup and simulation results
In this section we present visual results to demonstrate theperformance of the modified
resolution synthesis algorithm. Before we discuss the details of the experimental setup, we
note that for all of the experiments training and test data were k pt completely separate,i.e.,
none of the images or video frames used in off-line training was used for testing purposes.
The test images are shown in Figures4.18and4.19; and the training images are shown in
Figure4.20. Images shown in Figures4.18(a), (b), (c), (d), (e),4.20(c) and (d) are 720×480
frames captured from DVD movies. The images shown in Figures4.18(f), 4.19(a), (b), (c),
(d), 4.20(a) and (b) are still images of natural scenes.10
In the single-frame resolution enhancement case visual performance is defined by the
quality and sharpness of edges,i.e., smooth along the edge without jaggies with a sharp
and ringing free transition across the edge. Unfortunately, such visual attributes can not be
assessed accurately by the currently available numeric metrics, hence we shall not present
any numeric results. For visual comparisons we have resultsobtained by three methods,





Figure 4.18.Test pictures 1 through 6
namely, bicubic interpolation, original resolution synthesis (ORS) with 11 context classes,
and modified resolution synthesis (MRS) with 11 context classes. The ORS and MRS
methods were trained on the exact same training set (approximately 500,000 registered
high-low resolution pixels) extracted from the images shown in Figure4.20. The ORS uses




Figure 4.19.Test pictures 7 through 10
classes. Each ORS class output is computed by applying a 5× 5 filter mask and adding a
bias term as described in [51]. The MRS method uses hard-decision,i.e., the filter of the
best matching context class. The MRS method uses 4× 4 filter masks without any bias
terms. Figures4.21and4.22show a comparison of ORS and MRS. From the visual results
we can see that MRS can achieve satisfactory visual performance with as low as eleven
context classes using 4× 4 filters with hard-decision.
Figures4.23 and 4.24 show the results of upscaling withL = 2 andL = 2.5, re-





obvious. From the visual results, we can see that MRS can outperform bicubic interpo-
lation with as low as eleven context classes using 4× 4 filters with hard-decision. The
result presented in Figure4.24(corresponding toL = 2.5) also shows that the proposed
generalization method for handling non-integer scaling ratios achieves satisfactory visual
performance.
For subjective quality evaluation we conducted two experimnts. Five test images were
upscaled by two, and specific regions where the visual improvements are clearly visible
are presented. The test video clip is captured from the DVD movie Gattaca. We did not
postprocess the captured clip (denoising, sharpening and additional scaling) apart from
clipping the top and bottom letterboxes. The video clip is upcaled by two from an initial
resolution of 640× 320 to 1280× 640. The upscaled images and the video clip were
presented to a group of 10 viewers and the viewers were asked to or er the images in terms
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.21.(a) Original resolution synthesis and (b) modified resolution synthesis.
(a) (b)





Figure 4.23.Scaling results forL = 2. (a)Original (b)Bicubic (c)MRS
of visual quality. All viewers were fairly knowledgable in the field of digital image/video
processing. In all cases, we have the result of MSR, ORS with sof -filtering, and bicubic
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interpolation. All viewers reported that MRS and original RS with soft-filtering are visually
more preferable over bicubic interpolation and RS with hard-filtering. The visual quality






Figure 4.24.Scaling results forL = 2.5. (a)Original (b)Bicubic (c)MRS
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CHAPTER 5
RESOLUTION ENHANCEMENT OF HYPERSPECTRAL
IMAGERY
The goal of our research is to enhance spatial resolution of hyperspectral images. An
integral part of our approach is a model of the hyperspectralim ge acquisition process. We
require our model to be complex enough to capture the main chara teristics of the imaging
process, while keeping it as simple as possible to keep its computational complexity within
practical limits. Although the proposed model makes no specific assumptions about the
imaging device used and incorporates most of the eff cts that influence the spatial and
spectral resolution of the observed scene, it excludes mainly the physical effects. These are
related to the sensor characteristics and secondary illumination sources. In our work, we
assume that sensor calibration and atmospheric compensatio have already been applied,
and focus on the image processing aspects of the acquisition.
Our hyperspectral image acquisition model interprets source images (also referred as
observations) as aliased and optically blurred linear combinations of the target image’s1
basis image planes. The pixel values of these basis image plan s correspond to the princi-
ple component magnitudes. This section provides a detailedmathematical formulation of
the proposed model. In the next section, we will address the inv rse problem and present
a back-projections-based iterative solution method. Possible implifications for single ob-
servation and multiple observations with translational motion will be studied and a useful
interpretation of the overall imaging process will be presented.
For a given ground pixel, whose dimensions can be in the rangeof tens of centimeters
to tens of meters depending on the spatial resolution and altitude of the imaging device,
1Note that we use the termtarget imageto denote the high resolution image cube which we are trying
to reconstruct. In a similar fashion, the termsource imagedenotes the low resolution observation which is
available to us.
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the radiance observed at any particular wavelength is determin d, to first order, by the re-
flectance of the matter and the solar illumination at that wavelength. But there are many
important secondary effects that limit the measurement, including scattering and absorption
of the reflected radiance by the atmosphere, spatial and spectral aberrations in the sensors,
imperfect optics in the imaging device, secondary illumination from adjacent objects, fi-
nite sensor dimensions, and the viewing angle of the sensor array. Characterizing these
effects with the ultimate goal of developing compensation techniques to limit their unde-
sired influence on the image data is a challenging problem andan active research area.
There are many different models that describe the hyperspectral images. Statistic l mod-
els [56], [57], [58] typically use some kind of Markov random field (for example,Gauss-
Markov random fields) and are capable of capturing the spatially and spectrally correlated
nature of hyperspectral data. Deterministic models on the or hand are computation-
ally more attractive and can easily be structured to have guidance of a physical model of
the imaging process [59], [60]. The deterministic models can be further divided into two
subgroups, namely, linear deterministic models and non-linear deterministic models [61].
Finally, there are approaches that combine the statisticaland deterministic models in an
effort to construct models that have the advantages of both appro ches [62].
5.1 The hyperspectral image acquisition model
In following sections we model the image acquisition, spatial filtering, spectral filtering,
and sampling. We begin with a summary of the mathematical notation that will be used
throughout the remaining of this thesis. The hyperspectralim ge data is best represented
as anR-dimensional vector for each pixel, whereR is the number of spectral bands. The
images are assumed to beN1 × N2 so that the hyperspectral data forms anN1 × N2 × R
data cube. Following this convention we letf [n] = [ f1[n] f2[n] . . . fR[n]]T denote theR-
dimensional pixel value at locationn = [n1, n2]T . We usef j(x1, x2) to denote thej th spatially
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Figure 5.1.The hyperspectral image acquisition model by which a hypothesized high resolution discrete
target hyperspectral image is used to produce a low resolution source hyperspectral image
high resolution image plane. Similarlygi(x1, x2) denotes thei th continuous low resolution
(source) image plane andgi[m1,m2] denotes thei th discrete low resolution image plane.
Any pixel denoted by the letterf , no matter what its subscript or indices may be, is a target
image pixel. The letterg similarly always denotes a source image pixel. Furthermore, at
some point it will be necessary to differentiate between high and low resolution grid pixels.
For this purpose, the high resolution grid pixels are indexewith n = [n1, n2]T and the low
resolution grid pixels are indexed withm = [m1,m2]T . A complete list of terms and their
definitions is given in Table5.1.
The block diagram shown in Figure5.1 depicts the system to be modeled. The ideal
continuous-space and continuous-spectrum image signal, denoted byfc(x1, x2, λ, k), repre-
sents the actual input to the imaging device. In this notation k is the observation index.
Our main assumption in superresolution reconstruction is that we have access to multiple
observations of the scene for which we wish to apply superresolution. These observations
can be hyperspectral images captured at different times2 by a single imaging device or si-
multaneously from multiple imaging devices. Superresoluti n reconstruction then fuses
2Please note that this is not an implicit assumption of the exist nce of a fictitioushyperspectral video
signal. The observations can be captured at time instances which are separated by arbitrarily long time
periods.
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the information present across these observations to obtain a higher resolution image of the
target scene [11], [63]. Ideally, we would like to reconstructfc(x1, x2, λ, k) from the avail-
able observations, butfc(x1, x2, λ, k) is continuous in all dimensions and there is no way we
can implement a solution to this problem using digital hardware. We will deal with this
limitation in two steps. First, we will consider the spectral dimension, where we will make
use of a well known and widely used property of hyperspectralim ge data. Then, we will
look into the spatial dimension.
Table 5.1.List of terms
Term Definition
N1 horizontal dimension of the high resolution target
N2 vertical dimension of the high resolution target
M1 horizontal dimension of the low resolution source
M2 vertical dimension of the low resolution source
R number of the spectral bands originally present
in the target images
Q number of the spectral bands present in the source
P number of the spectral basis functions
x = [x1, x2]T continuous spatial index
n = [n1, n2]T high resolution grid index
m= [m1,m2]T low resolution grid index
hr (x1, x2) reconstruction filter
h(x1, x2) spatial blur filter
hb(x; n; k; kr ) generalized blur filter
f j(x1, x2, k) jth continuous target plane of thekth observation
f j [n1, n2, k] jth discrete target plane of thekth observation
gi(x1, x2, k) ith continuous source plane of thekth observation
gi [m1,m2, k] ith discrete source plane of thekth observation
p j(λ) illuminant-independent spectral basis functions
b j(λ) illuminant-dependent spectral basis functions
L1 downsampling ratio in the horizontal direction
L2 downsampling ratio in the vertical direction
vi [m1,m2] noise process
W basis weighting matrix
H spatial blur filter
B combined blur and weight matix
Bi, j stands for the element ofB located at theith
row and thejth column
5.1.1 Discretizing the target image
It is a well known fact that the spectral reflectance of natural im ges can be accurately mod-
elled using linear combinations of a relatively small number (g nerally around seven, [64])
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of reflectance basis functions,p1(λ), . . . , pP(λ). These illuminant-independent orthonor-
mal basis functions can be obtained by applying PCA (Principal Components Analysis) to
a large set of natural image reflectances and selecting the first P principal components. If
we denote the illuminant spectrum asL(λ), then one possible choice for a set of illuminant-
dependent basis functions isbi(λ) = L(λ)pi(λ). As a first step in our model we will assume
that fc(x1, x2, λ, k) is representable as a linear combination of these basis functions. That is,
at every location,fc(x1, x2, λ, k) will be represented by aP-dimensional vector, where the
elements of this vector are the coefficients of the corresponding orthonormal basis func-
tions. Therefore, the high resolution target image,f [n1, n2], shown in Figure5.1 is a P-
dimensional vector at every pixel. Note thatP is not the number of spectral bands; it is the
number of spectral basis functions. This assumption lets usrepresent anR-dimensional sig-
nal in aP-dimensional space (note thatR≫ P) with negligible error. This greatly reduces
the complexity of the reconstruction problem.
Before starting to discuss the spatial domain, we would liketo comment on the use of
PCA in the context of resolution improvement and the spectral information fusion aspect
of the proposed technique. First of all, our main assumptionin attempting to fuse infor-
mation coming from multiple spectral bands is that the spectral signature of some target
material we are interested in is present in several bands. Noclaims are made for spectral
details that may be present only in a single frequency band ofa single observation. Sec-
ond, the choice of basis functions is application specific. If we are trying to improve the
resolution of a specific material with a known spectral signature, then the training images
can be chosen accordingly to have basis vectors optimized for that specific material. Also
at the expense of increased computational load, the number of the basis functions used to
representfc(x1, x2, λ, k) can be increased and the representation error can be made arbitrar-
ily small. Finally, the use of PCA to find the spectral basis functions is totally arbitrary.
In fact, the basis functions may be calculated using a variety of approaches including but
not limited to, convex geometry-based approaches, noise reduction-based approaches, etc.
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(see [65] for a detailed discussion of the available techniques).
To deal with the spatial domain, we hypothesize that for eachof the P spectral ba-
sis image planes, there exists a corresponding discrete, high-resolution target image plane
f j[n1, n2, k] ( j = 1, 2, . . . ,P) and we seek to reconstruct a target image from that signal,
f j(n1, n2, kr). The main assumption here is that the spatially continuoussignal f j(x1, x2, k)
is bandlimited (more details on the band-limitedness assumption will be given in the next
section) and therefore could be reconstructed from the spatially discrete high-resolution
image f j[n1, n2, k] through an ideal reconstruction filterhr .
5.1.2 Discrete-to-continuous conversion
The first step in the ideal reconstruction process is conversion of the discrete signals into
impulse trains. The following operations are performed on each of theP target image
planes. If we letfs, j(x1, x2, k) denote the impulse array obtained fromf j[n1, n2, k], then we
can write












Note that the spatial sampling frequency is normalized for the low resolution grid so thatL1
andL2 show the increase in the spatial sampling density when we move fr m the low resolu-
tion image (source) to the high resolution image (target). In other words, if we assume that
the sampling density in the low resolution image is 1 per unitarea, then the high resolution
image hasL1 andL2 samples in the horizontal and vertical directions per unit area, respec-
tively. Under this normalization our band-limitedness assumption requires the continuous
signal f j(x1, x2, k) to be bandlimited to the frequency range (−L1π, L1π) × (−L2π, L2π).
We implicity assume that the high resolution target image (and hence its reconstructed
version) exists for all observationsk. Therefore, in the following equations the observation
indexk is suppressed. Keeping this in mind, the convolution with the reconstruction filter
takes the familiar form
f j(x1, x2) =
∫∫
fs, j(x1 − u1, x2 − u2)hr(u1, u2) du1du2. (5.2)
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Substituting forfs, j(x1, x2) from Eq.5.1we get





f j[n1, n2]δ(x1 − u1 −
n1
L1
, x2 − u2 −
n2
L2
)hr(u1, u2) du1du2. (5.3)
Assuming convergence, we can exchange the order of summation and integration to write
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If we include the suppressed observation indexk, Eq.5.4becomes












5.1.3 Spectral representation with predetermined basis functions
We assume that the basis functions have been predetermined by applying PCA on appro-
priate training data and selecting the firstP principal components. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 5.1.1, the use of PCA is arbitrary and any of the methods mentioned i[65] can be
used to obtain these basis functions. If we denote the continuous signal asfc(x1, x2, λ, k)
then we have
fc(x1, x2, λ, k) =
P∑
j=1
b j(λ) f j(x1, x2, k). (5.7)
Noting that Eq.5.6applies to each of theP target image planes, we can write

















Before we move on, we would like to point out a connection betwe n this work and
a previous work on face superresolution by Gunturket al. [33]. There are some major
differences between these works, such as the fact that the previous work used spatial ba-
sis whereas here the basis are spectral. Nevertheless, the undeniable similarities call for
a comparison. In both methods, the use of the low-dimensional space to which the un-
known high resolution images are known to belong, serve as aneffective regularization.
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Furthermore, both methods take the advantage of projectingthe noise process to a lower
dimensional space which in turn reduces its undesired effects on the reconstructed high
resolution images.
5.1.4 Spatial filtering
We useh(x1, x2) to denote the spatially invariant blur filter. This models the imperfect
imaging optics (e.g. lens blur) and the unavoidable sensor integration blur caused by the
finite sensor area. In the following derivation we assume that t e blur filters for all the
spectral basis functions are the same. This is justified by the spatial response functions
supported with the AVIRIS data and will lead to a relatively simple final relation between
the high resolution target image and the low resolution observations. Please note that the
solution method that will be used to obtain the target image can handle different blur filters
for every basis function with only minor modifications (moreon this in Section5.2). The
blur operation can be written as the convolution of the target image planes with the point
spread function of blur filter
fc,b(x1, x2, λ, k) =
∫∫
h(x1 − ν1, x2 − ν2) fc(ν1, ν2, k, λ)dν1dν2, (5.9)
where subscriptc, b meanscontinuous and blurred. We will use the motion mappingM
for relating the available observations to the reference observation [42]. M = (M1,M2) is
defined as
x1,r = M1(x1, x2, k, kr),
x2,r = M2(x1, x2, k, kr). (5.10)
Let us assume that the pixel located at (x1,r , x2,r) in observationkr corresponds to (κ1, κ2)
in observationk. That is, fc(x1,r , x2,r , kr , λ) = fc(κ1, κ2, k, λ). Then by using the inverse of
the mapping mentioned above, we can writefc,b(x1, x2, λ, k) in terms of fc(x1,r , x2,r , kr , λ).




1 (x1,r , x2,r , k, kr),x2 − M
−1
2 (x1,r , x2,r , k, kr))|J |
× fc(x1,r , x2,r , kr , λ)dx1,rdx2,r (5.11)
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fc(x1,r , x2,r , λ, kr)




(x1,r , x2,r) = M(x1, x2, k, kr)
Figure 5.2.The motion mapping M relates the available observations to the reference observation.
where|J | is the Jacobian of the motion mapping. To leave no room for misunderstanding,
we note that the inverse mappingM−1 = (M−11 ,M
−1
2 ) maps a given pixel in observationkr
back to its location in observationk, that is
x1 = M
−1
1 (x1,r , x2,r , k, kr),
x2 = M
−1
2 (x1,r , x2,r , k, kr). (5.12)
If we definehM as
hM(x1, x2; x1,r , x2,r ; k; kr) , |J |h(x1−M−11 (x1,r , x2,r , k, kr), x2−M
−1
2 (x1,r , x2,r , k, kr)), (5.13)
fc,b(x1, x2, λ, k) can be written as follows:
fc,b(x1, x2, λ, k) =
∫∫
hM(x1, x2; x1,r , x2,r ; k; kr) fc(x1,r , x2,r , kr , λ)dx1,rdx2,r . (5.14)
Substituting from Eq.5.8for fc(x1, x2, λ, k) into this expression we get
fc,b(x1, x2, λ, k) =
∫∫




















Again, assuming convergence we can exchange the integration and summations to obtain








f j[n1, n2, kr ]
×
∫∫








To get a simpler looking expression forfc,b(x1, x2, λ, k) we definehb as
hb(x1, x2; n1, n2; k; kr) ,
∫∫








which allows us to write








f j[n1, n2, kr ]hb(x1, x2; n1, n2; k; kr). (5.18)
5.1.5 Spectral filtering: band selection, atmospheric and illuminator based effects
on spectrum)
The spectral response functions,r1(λ), r2(λ), . . . , rQ(λ), whereQ stands for the number of
spectral bands in the source images, model the hyperspectral sensors’ efficiency at different
wavelengths. We assume that the input images are atmospherically corrected, which in
turn eliminates the need for complex processing to invert the atmospheric effects on the
spectrum.
gi(x1, x2, k) =
∫ ∞
0
























f j[n1, n2, kr ]hb(x1, x2; n1, n2; k; kr), (5.19)
where the second equality follows from the assumption that te integrals and summations
converge, allowing us to change their order. If we denote theintegral in brackets aswi, j,
then we can write








f j[n1, n2, kr ]hb(x1, x2; n1, n2; k; kr) for i = 1, . . . ,Q. (5.20)
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From Eq.5.20we see that, within the limitations of our model, the low resoluti n source
images can be represented as linear combinations of the basis pl nes filtered byhb. The
weights are obtained by separately applying the spectral filters to the basis functions. Fig-







1st basis function 2nd basis function Pth basis function
· · ·=
Figure 5.3.Spectral filtering: The ith spectral filter (solid line) is applied to all basis functions to produce
the weights of the jth source plane,wi, j .
5.1.6 Spatial domain sampling
Next we must spatially discretize the images to make a practic l implementation possible.
This is done by sampling thegi ’s on a low resolutionM1 × M2 grid.














f j[n1, n2, kr ]hb[m1,m2; n1, n2; k; kr] (5.21)
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f 1[n, kr ] · hb[m; n; k; kr]
f 2[n, kr ] · hb[m; n; k; kr]
...
f 6[n, kr ] · hb[m; n; k; kr]


g =WH f , (5.22)
where we have made the following definitions to simplify the expr ssion:





f j[n1, n2, kr ]hb[m1,m2; n1, n2; k; kr ], (5.23)
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f [n, kr ] ,


f 1[n, kr ]
f 2[n, kr ]
...
f 6[n, kr ]


, H f [m, k] ,


f 1[n, kr ] · hb[m; n; k; kr]
f 2[n, kr ] · hb[m; n; k; kr]
...
















w1,1 · · · w1,6




w112,1 . . . w112,6


, for Q = 112 andP = 6.
Note that f j[n, kr ] (for j = 1, . . . ,P) and hb[m; n; k; kr] as defined above, are vec-
tors obtained by cascading the corresponding elements in defi ition 5.23 one after an-
other. Eq.5.21 shows the relationship between the low resolution observations and the
high resolution target image cube through the discrete (spatially) shift-varying blur func-
tion hb[m1,m2; n1, n2; k; kr].
5.1.7 Additive noise
Finally, the additive noise,v[m1,m2, k], models the total effect of all possible noise sources
(unavoidable sensor noise, sampling noise, quantization noise introduced when the sampled
pixel values are quantized) that exist throughout the wholeacquisition process,
gi[m1,m2, k] + vi[m1,m2, k] for i = 1, . . . ,Q. (5.24)
The exact statistical nature of the noise process, which is of great importance for meth-
ods formulated using a Bayesian framework, depends on the specific application and the
assumptions we are willing to make. A very popular characterization is to assume that
v[m1,m2] is a zero mean wide sense stationary Gaussian noise process.
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5.2 The inverse problem
Given the model presented in the previous sections, the inverse problem can be stated as
finding the target image that agrees with the available source images. Hereagreesdeserves
some explanation. When we say the candidate target image is in agreement with the source
images we mean that if the linear, time and space-varying (LTSV) filter hb in Eq. 5.20
is applied to the candidate target image, the resulting synthetic source image is close to
the actual images captured by the imaging device under considerat on. There exist many
ways to solve this problem, each with its (dis)advantages. For example, we could try to
minimize the squared error between the observed images and the synthetically produced
source images by using well-studied least squares methods.The drawback of this approach
is that it requires the computation of the inverses of large matrices, which is in most cases
very difficult.
A preferable alternative is to use iterative set-theoreticmethods, [42], [66]. It can be
shown that using a squared-error criterion together with a gradient based iterative mini-
mization method is completely equivalent to a version of theBack-Projection method [67].
In this work, we propose a POCS (Projection onto Convex Sets,s e [68], [69]) based so-
lution to the inverse problem addressed above. The POCS method requires a number of
closed convex constraint sets to be defined. These constraint sets must be defined in a well-
defined vector space and contain the high-resolution (hi-res) target image. We defineQ
constraint sets (one for each observed band) at every low-res grid point [m1,m2, k] where
Eq. 5.21is valid. A reconstructed hi-res image is a point in the intersection of these con-
straint sets and can be determined by successively projecting an initial estimate (which is
usually chosen to be a bilinearly interpolated low-res image) onto the constraint sets. As
mentioned in almost every work that applies a POCS based reconstruction method, we re-
quire an accurate estimate of the motion field for this approach to work. Otherwise, the
projection operators dictate irrelevant constraints on the pixels with inaccurate motion vec-
tors, which results in a degradation in the image quality. Fortunately, for hyperspectral
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images complex motion fields with high motion rates and frequent occlusion regions are
quite rare due to the nature of the data.
As in [42] and [66], we start with defining the following closed, convex constraint sets,
for each low-res grid pixel:
Ci(m1,m2, k) = { f̃ j[n1, n2, kr ] for j = 1, . . . ,P : |d
k
i [m1,m2]| < δ
k
i [m1,m2]}, for i = 1, . . . ,Q,
(5.25)
where








f̃ j[n1, n2, kr ]hb(m1,m2; n1, n2; k; kr), (5.26)
is the residual signal associated with thekth observation of thei th spectral band. The quan-
tities δki [m1,m2] used in the definition of the constraint setCi(m1,m2, k) reflect our statis-
tical confidence with which the actual hi-res targetf j[n1, n2, kr ] (for j = 1, . . . ,P) is in
Ci(m1,m2, k), see [66]. We can determine the values ofδki [m1,m2]’s from the statistics of
the noise process to guarantee that the actual hi-res targetis an element of the constraint set
with some pre-determined statistical confidence.
To determine the projection operatorPCi (m1,m2,k) that projects the current estimate of
the hi-res target̃f j[n1, n2, kr ] (for j = 1, . . . ,P) ontoCi(m1,m2, k), we start with Eq.5.22.
CombiningW andH into a single matrixB, we obtain:
g =WH f = B f . (5.27)
The projection operator is then defined as:
PCi (m1,m2,k)
[
f̃ j[n1, n2, kr ]
]




γ(dki [m1,m2] − δ
k
i [m1,m2]), if d
k
i [m1,m2] > δ
k
i [m1,m2].
γ(dki [m1,m2] + δ
k
















In an effort to avoid notational confusion in Eq.5.28, the projection operator is written
for only the j th basis component. For the reader who is familiar with the algebraic recon-
struction techniques and numerically stable matrix inversion methods, we note the obvious
similarity of this projection operator to Kaczmarz’s iterative method for solving systems of
linear equationsAx= b.
Any additional constraints coming from our prior information about the hyperspectral
data (positivity, bounded energy, and limited support for quantized data, to name a few)
can be used to further improve the results by defining new constrai t sets and their corre-
sponding projection operators accordingly. Given the projection operator above, estimates
of the hi-res targets are computed iteratively from the low-res observations as follows:
f̃ (l+1)j [n1, n2, kr ] = PCQ(m1,m2,k) . . .PC1(m1,m2,k)
[
f̃ (l)j [n1, n2, kr ]
]
. (5.29)
As mentioned in Section5.1.4, this method is capable of handling different blur filters
for every basis function. This is possible by modifying the projection operators in such a
way that every coefficient plane is projected by using the corresponding spatialblur filter.
This does not increase the computational load since the number of computations is not
altered (as long as the spatial blur filters corresponding todifferent basis functions do not
differ greatly in size).
Regardless of the method used to solve for the target image, aood share of the total
effort goes into calculating the LTSV blur filterhb. From Eq.5.17we see thathb has a
complex structure. It depends on the reconstruction and spatial blurring filter as well as the
motion in the scene. Furthermore,hb is only valid where the motion is accurately modeled,
making the precision of the motion vectors used in the computations extremely impor-
tant, [42]. In many cases the computational load renders the real-observation calculation
of the generalized blur filter for every pixel impossible. Insteadhb is computed off-line and
tabulated for various motion and blur values. A good understanding of the LTSV filtering
operation given in Eq.5.20 is helpful here. For this reason, in the next section we will
study two special cases, namely, the case of a single observation and the case with multiple
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observations and translational motion. In these caseshb is fairly easy to compute and has a
nice interpretation, which sheds some light on the LTSV filtering performed byhb.
5.3 Experimental setup
The proposed technique is tested on a 224 band (Q=224) image of an urban area (Moffett
Field) acquired by the AVIRIS hyperspectral imaging system. For detailed information
on the data set see [70]. Since the original image dimensions are too large, some specific
regions are cropped from the original data, and the tests areconducted on these smaller
images. Figure5.4 shows the images used in the tests. Since the AVIRIS data includes
bandwidths well beyond the visible range, it is meaninglessto render RGB images. For
this reason a specific frequency band is selected (the hundredth band is used for all the
figures in this thesis) and presented for visual purposes.
(a) AVIRIS - 1 (b) AVIRIS - 2
Figure 5.4.Hyperspectral test images
The proposed method is tested under three different motion scenarios, namely, single
cube (no motion), multiple cubes with global translationalmotion and multiple cubes with
global affine motion. Note that for the type of images we are working on, these are relevant
and realistic motion models. The experimental setup can be explained as follows. In the
single cube case, we begin by choosing a target window in the original hyperspectral image.
Then this target window is blurred by a Gaussian filter and filtered in the spectral domain
to decrease the number of spectral bands (from 31 to 15 for thefirst set and, from 224 to
112 for the second set). The spectrally filtered image is thendownsampled in the spatial
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domain to obtain the source to be used for obtaining the high resolution (both spatially and
spectrally) target window. In the translational motion case, after the initial target window is
chosen, we move in some predetermined direction and captureanother window of the same
size and we continue in this fashion until we have as many source cubes as we desire. We
then proceed as we did in the single cube case to spatially blur, filter in the spectral domain
and downsample the target windows. The resulting source cubs are then used to obtain
the first captured high resolution target window by applyingthe proposed technique. The
affine motion case is similar to the translational motion case exc pt that the motion model
is a six parameter affine motion model that is capable of representing rotation, scaling and
translation. We have three different configurations for each scenario:
Case 1:
• 3× 3 Gaussian spatial blur filter with unit variance.
• Gaussian spectral blur filter with a variance of two.
• Downsampling ratio is two in both vertical and horizontal directions.
• For the multi-cube case eight source cubes are used. translatio al and affine motion).
Case 2:
• 5× 5 Gaussian spatial blur filter with unit variance.
• Gaussian spectral blur filter with a variance of two.
• Downsampling ratio is three in both vertical and horizontaldirections.
• For the multi-cube case eight source cubes are used. translatio al and affine motion).
Case 3:
• 5× 5 Gaussian spatial blur filter with a variance of two.
• Gaussian spectral blur filter with a variance of two.
• Downsampling ratio is three in both vertical and horizontaldirections.
• For the multi-cube case fifteen source cubes are used. translational and affine mo-
tion).
The motion vectors are calculated by applying an optical flowmethod [71] on the prop-
erly upsampled images. Numerical results in terms of two different fidelity measures are
presented in the following section. These measures arePS NRandband-averaged PS NR.
In this thesisPS NRis defined as







whereSpeak stands for thepeak signal power, andband-averaged PS NRis defined as








whereSpeak,i stands for thepeak signal power in the ith spectral band. Since the data we
work on is not quantized, the maximum signal value is not fixed. Theband-averaged
PS NR(APS NR), for which the numerator is calculated as the average of thepeak signal
powers of all bands, is selected to compensate for this fact.Under all scenarios, the pro-
jection iterations are terminated if either the decrease inmean square error is smaller than
a predetermined threshold or 5 full iterations are completed.
5.4 Simulation results
We provide the following simulation results to demonstrateth proposed method under
the three scenarios mentioned above together with the results of bilinearly interpolating
the separate spectral bands. Since the relevant output format depends on the intended
application, both numerical and visual results will be presented. The numerical results
given in Tables5.2, and5.3below arePS NRandAPS NRvalues in deciBels, wherePS NR
andAPS NRare defined as in5.30and5.31, respectively. Visual results are demonstrated
in Figures5.5, 5.6and5.7.
For each of the AVIRIS images, we have also included the results of comparing the
proposed method with the separate-band superresolution under two different noise scenar-
ios to differentiate between the improvement coming from projecting the additive noise to
a lower dimensional space and the improvement due to the spectral de-blurring. Table5.4,
which reports numerical results in terms of APSNR values, summarizes the comparison
results for translational motion case. In the noiseless case, the additive noise component is
set to zero. In the noisy case, all the input images are corrupted with white Gaussian noise
with a standard deviation of 50.
From the Tables5.2, 5.3 and5.4, we can see that the proposed method even with a
single source cube performs better than bilinear interpolation. Using multiple cubes further
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Table 5.2.Numerical results for AVIRIS reflectance data
AVIRIS Reflectance Data - 1
Bilinear Single-cube POCS Multi-cube POCS Multi-cube POCS
interpolation (no motion) (translational) (affine)
Case 1
PSNR 30.7311 31.9419 34.2991 33.9251
APSNR 29.5954 30.8062 33.1635 32.8135
Case 2
PSNR 28.1902 28.4384 31.8318 31.3857
APSNR 27.0529 27.3012 30.6931 30.2882
Case 3
PSNR 28.0517 28.5966 31.3429 30.8498
APSNR 26.9160 27.4610 30.2073 29.7698
AVIRIS Reflectance Data - 2
Bilinear Single-cube POCS Multi-cube POCS Multi-cube POCS
interpolation (no motion) (translational) (affine)
Case 1
PSNR 28.7236 30.1168 32.4605 32.0605
APSNR 26.9182 28.3114 30.6551 30.3161
Case 2
PSNR 25.8142 26.1588 30.3042 29.8552
APSNR 24.0087 24.3534 28.4988 27.9837
Case 3
PSNR 25.6275 26.4504 29.6072 26.1181
APSNR 23.8220 24.6449 27.8018 27.3544
Table 5.3.Numerical results for AVIRIS radiance data
AVIRIS Radiance Data - 1
Bilinear Single-cube POCS Multi-cube POCS Multi-cube POCS
interpolation (no motion) (translational) (affine)
Case 1
PSNR 33.7538 34.6515 36.2611 35.8813
APSNR 29.3786 30.2763 31.8859 31.5359
Case 2
PSNR 32.1940 32.6873 35.2154 34.7654
APSNR 28.0580 28.5499 31.0748 30.6748
Case 3
PSNR 31.9995 32.8998 34.5228 34.0240
APSNR 27.6242 28.5246 30.1476 26.6976
AVIRIS Radiance Data - 2
Bilinear Single-cube POCS Multi-cube POCS Multi-cube POCS
interpolation (no motion) (translational) (affine)
Case 1
PSNR 31.1782 32.2323 33.6624 33.2976
APSNR 27.1053 28.1595 29.5896 29.2396
Case 2
PSNR 29.5590 30.2104 32.7765 32.3265
APSNR 25.7276 26.3790 28.9451 28.5451
Case 3
PSNR 29.3244 30.5903 32.2658 31.7658
APSNR 25.2516 26.5174 28.1930 27.7430
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Table 5.4.Comparison between the proposed method and applying superresolution to every band sep-
arately under no additive noise and Gaussian additive noisewith a standard deviation of 50. The
reported results are APSNR values, where APSNR is defined as in 5.31.
AVIRIS Reflectance Data
Noiseless Noisy
Data set 1 Data set 2 Data set 1 Data set 2
Case 1
Proposed method 33.6199 31.4598 33.1635 30.6551
Separate band SR 33.3188 30.8830 31.9187 29.4572
Case 2
Proposed method 31.1186 29.0829 30.6931 28.4988
Separate band SR 30.8390 28.6340 29.8106 27.5193
Case 3
Proposed method 30.4887 28.1946 30.2073 27.8018
Separate band SR 30.3730 27.9681 29.0673 26.5895
AVIRIS Radiance Data
Noiseless Noisy
Data set 1 Data set 2 Data set 1 Data set 2
Case 1
Proposed method 32.2762 30.2261 31.8859 29.5896
Separate band SR 31.9330 29.5824 31.5647 28.9270
Case 2
Proposed method 31.3169 29.2417 31.0748 28.9451
Separate band SR 31.1164 29.0283 30.4718 28.3374
Case 3
Proposed method 30.4338 28.6553 30.1476 28.1930
Separate band SR 30.2816 28.3514 29.3522 27.3012
improves the results, thus pointing out the advantage of fusing the information present
across overlapping sources. Visual results presented in Figures5.5, 5.6and5.7also confirm
the improvement seen inPS NRandAPS NRvalues. The proposed model is capable of
utilizing multiple bands (by projecting on each every observed spectral band separately),
since the responses of the spectral blur filters are known. Byexploring this knowledge in the
projection operators one can achieve better results compared to applying superresolution to
all bands separately, Table5.4. The obvious reason for this is applying superresolution to
the blurred spectral bands separately causes even more mixing between the bands and the
additive noise components present in each band.
From Table5.4, we can also see that for AVIRIS data, the improvement comingfrom
the spectral de-blurring is not as much as the improvement due o noise reduction. But this
is to be expected due to the characteristics of the spectral dimension of the data. AVIRIS
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(a) Original
(b) Case 1: Bilinear (c) Case 1: Single cube (d) Case 1: Multi cbe
(e) Case 2: Bilinear (f) Case 2: Single cube (g) Case 2: Multi cbe
(h) Case 3: Bilinear (i) Case 3: Single cube (j) Case 3: Multi cbe
Figure 5.5.Results for the second reflectance test image extracted from224-band Moffett Field (AVIRIS
Reflectance Data - 2). The presented multi-cube results are for translational motion scenario.
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(a) Original
(b) Case 1: Bilinear (c) Case 1: Single cube (d) Case 1: Multi cbe
(e) Case 2: Bilinear (f) Case 2: Single cube (g) Case 2: Multi cbe
(h) Case 3: Bilinear (i) Case 3: Single cube (j) Case 3: Multi cbe
Figure 5.6.Results for the second radiance test image extracted from 224-band Moffett Field (AVIRIS
Radiance Data - 2). The presented multi-cube results are fort anslational motion scenario.
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(a) Case 1: Bilinear (b) Case 1: Proposed (c) Case 1: Separate
(d) Case 2: Bilinear (e) Case 2: Proposed (f) Case 2: Separate
(g) Case 3: Bilinear (h) Case 3: Proposed (i) Case 3: Separate
Figure 5.7.Results for the second radiance test image extracted from 224-band Moffett Field (AVIRIS
Radiance Data - 2). The presented multi-cube results are fortranslational motion scenario under
Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 50.
is a highly developed instrument capable of sampling the spectrum at more than 200 fre-
quencies. As a result of this high number of spectral samplesth observed spectrum is
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usually quite smooth and the improvement over linear interpolation of the sampled spectra
(for blurred and downsampled case) or doing nothing at all (for blur only case) is usually
around 0.3 dB. This improvement gets larger as the spectral blurring becomes heavier. The
improvement due to noise reduction is usually larger than the improvement due to spectral
de-blurring and gets even larger as the noise power is increased within limitations of POCS
based superresolution methods.
5.5 Material specific superresolution of hyperspectral imagery
In many hyperspectral imagery applications, dimensionality reduction through PCA is an
integral component of the solution. The reason is two-fold:First, limitations on the compu-
tational budget may dictate dimensionality reduction. Second, in many applications final
results are reported to a human observer who can not handle the full dimensionality of
hyperspectral data, and dimensionality reduction is requir d to render efficient interpreta-
tion possible. Hence, integration of PCA within our resoluti n enhancement framework
makes sense. Our proposed hyperspectral superresolution tech ique simultaneously re-
duces dimensionality, suppresses undesired noise and performs resolution enhancement on
the transformed data.
But in certain applications, such as mining and petroleum exploration, we are interested
in detecting specific materials with well-defined spectral signatures. Although PCA is an
effective dimensionality reduction tool, it can not emphasizeindividual spectral signatures
of interest. This is a direct result of the fact that principal components represent the highest
variance (information) as a linear combination of multiplesp ctral signatures. For example,
in military applications, such as enemy ground observation, camouflaged vehicles may not
be directly recognizable if observed in the main principle component. But if we consider
the bands that represent certain metal or alloys known to constitute such vehicles, detec-
tion problem is greatly alleviated. Hence, if we are interested only in a specific spectral
signature, then all the other materials in the scene can be considered as interference, and
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integrating PCA within our observation model does not make sense. These observations
lead to the idea of material-specific hyperspectral superresolution.
5.5.1 Problem statement
Typical hyperspectral pixels are notpurein term of spectral content, meaning that each hy-
perspectral pixel is a combination of several different spectral signatures. Such pixels are
calledmixedpixels, as opposed to the pure pixels that consist of a singleunique spectral
signature. Mixed pixels exist for one of two reasons. First,the typical spatial resolution of
hyperspectral sensors are in the scale of tens of meters. Hence, the spatial coverage of each
pixel may include several different materials with different spectral signatures. Second, re-
gardless of the spatial resolution, distinct materials canbe found as homogenous mixtures.
Due to this spectral mixing phenomenon, hyperspectral pixels are frequently analyzed in
terms ofspectral mixing models. Mixing models represent the acquired hyperspectral pix-
els as combinations of a limited number of constituent spectral endmembers, where spectral
endmembers are defined as spectrally pure features such as vegetation, soil, etc. Spectral
signatures of pure endmembers are usually defined under idealized laboratory conditions
with controlled illumination. Although this is a perfectlyvalid approach to obtain spectral
endmembers, it is inherently plagued by a serious shortcoming: Endmember signatures
obtained in controlled laboratory conditions can not reflect the atmospheric effects present
in field data. There are two alternative approaches to remedythis short coming. The first
approach is based on the assumption that endmember samples can be placed/marked in the
scene prior to data collection. This approach can provide tru observed spectral signatures
of the endmembers placed/marked in the scene. But on the other hand, placing/marking
samples in the field is quite demanding and cumbersome. Furthermore, there are certain
cases where it is not possible to place/mark endmember samples (due to lack of time or
physical access to the scene). The second approach is to extract endmember signatures
directly from the observed data. This task is referred to asendmember extraction, and
is typically based on certain properties of the endmembers.For a detailed treatment of
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endmember extraction please refer to [65].
Spectral mixing models provide the foundation for analyzing and processing hyper-
spectral data. Unfortunately, a complete model of spectralmixing process is way more
complicated than merely describing how surface mixtures interact. A precise mixing model
requires the integration of a variety physical factors including three-dimensional topology
of objects in the scene, random shades, and sensor observation angle, excessively increas-
ing complexity. To provide workable models researchers areforced to neglect these com-
plicated physical effects. Hence, current mixing models are based on the simple assumption
that within a given scene, the surface is dominated by a smallnumber of endmembers. The
fractions endmembers appear in a mixed pixel are calledfractional abundances. Based
on this assumption, observed pixels are modeled as combinations of these endmembers.
Depending on how the combination mechanism is modeled, different mixing models re-
sult. The most popular mixing model, namely, the linear mixing model (LMM), assumes
that the observed pixels can be represented as linear combinations of deterministic end-
members. Non-linear mixing models (NLMM) incorporate morecomplicated physical ef-
fects, and represent observed spectral pixels as non-linear combinations of the deterministic
endmembers. Finally, the stochastic mixing model (SMM) assumes that the endmembers
are distinct probability distributions whose parameters are estimated directly from the ob-
served hyperspectral pixels. Once the endmembers are estimated, the observed pixel values
are represented as linear combinations of the endmembers. Typically the endmembers are
modeled as multivariate Gaussians and the resulting model is a Gaussian mixture. Finally,
given a mixing model and the endmembers present in an observed scene, the task of esti-
mating fractional abundances is referred to asspectral unmixing. For a detailed treatment
of spectral mixing please refer to [65].
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The first step in applying our hyperspectral image acquisition model to material spe-
cific super-resolution is to integrate a linear spectral mixing model into the current frame-
work. For our purposes any linear mixing model is applicable. Once we have an observa-
tion model that relates the observed hyperspectral pixels to the endmembers and spatially
aliased abundance maps, we can move to superresolution. We shall start with presenting a
projection operator that optimally filters out undesired spectral signatures, and apply super-
resolution on the resulting projected data. The main idea isto project each hyperspectral
pixel onto a subspace orthogonal to the undesired signatures. This operation can be shown
to be an optimal interference suppression process in the least squares sense [72]. Once the
interfering signatures have been nulled, we project the residual onto the signatures of inter-
est and perform superresolution of the resulting image planes. This operation maximizes
the SNR, and results in a small number of resolution enhancedimages of materials that we
are interested in.
Let us denote the spatially and spectrally continuous hyperspectral pixel withf (x1, x2, λ, k).
Then within the limitations of linear mixing model, we have
f (x1, x2, λ, k) =
M∑
j=1
ej(λ) f j(x1, x2, k), (5.32)
whereej(λ) denotes thej th endmember. Comparing Eq.5 32 with Eq. 5.7 from Sec-
tion 5.1.3, we see that the derivations of Chapter5 are exactly applicable if we but replace
the spectral PCA basis functionsb j(λ) with the spectral endmembersej(λ). Hence, the














ej(λ)r i(λ) dλ, (5.34)
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f 1[n, kr ] · hb[m; n; k; kr]
f 2[n, kr ] · hb[m; n; k; kr]
...












g = SH f + v, (5.35)
where we assume that the number of observed spectral bands isQ = 112, the number of
endmembers isP = 6, and use the following definitions to simplify the expression:





f j[n1, n2, kr ]hb[m1,m2; n1, n2; k; kr ], (5.36)
f [n, kr ] ,


f 1[n, kr ]
f 2[n, kr ]
...
f 6[n, kr ]


, H f [m, k] ,

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f 1[n, kr ] · hb[m; n; k; kr]
f 2[n, kr ] · hb[m; n; k; kr]
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The similarity between inverting Eq.5.35and the spectral unmixing problem is worth not-
ing. If we choose the downsampling ratio as one, that is, if weassume the target and
observed images are at the same spatial resolution, then theresulting problem is equivalent
to spectral unmixing with multiple registered observations. The main advantage of such an
approach would be the increased robustness against observation noise provided by multi-
ple observations for each pixel location (as a result of spatial registration). When the target
image is of higher resolution, the resulting problem is similar to the problem described in
Section5.2. By using a POCS based iterative inversion algorithm similar to the algorithm
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outlined in Section5.2, we could obtain a superresolved abundance map that would be
valuable for subpixel target detection. However, we will con entrate on superresolving the
abundance map of a single endmember by incorporating an additional step into our imaging
model.
5.5.2 Least-squares optimal projection operator
Without losing any generality, let us assume that we are interes d on a single endmember.
All the derivations to follows can be easily extended to multiple endmembers. Superresolv-
ing a specific endmember is complicated by the correlation betwe n endmembers and the
presence of noise. A direct correlation-based approach by projecting the observed pixels
on the endmember of interest is suboptimal [73]. To see this, note that along with noise,
all the endmembers we are not interested act as interference, a d the correlation between
the target endmember and these undesired endmembers can be quite high, at least in cer-
tain spectral bands. We can achieve better results if we projct the observed hyperspectral
pixels onto a custom designed subspace.
Let us start with the effects of the interfering spectral signatures. Note that the columns
of the S matrix are the endmembers after the application of spectralfiltering. We can
rearrange columns ofSso that the endmember of interest is the first column. Then we hav
S= [d U], (5.37)
where the column vectord is the desired endmember andU is the matrix consisting of
interfering endmembers. To eliminate the effects of the interfering endmembers, we will
apply the technique proposed in [72]. The main idea is to project the observed hyperspectral
signature onto the a subspace that is orthogonal to all interfering spectral signatures. This
is equivalent to projecting onto the nullspace ofUT . We use a classic result from linear
algebra to write the least squares optimal projection operator as
P = I − UU†, (5.38)
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whereU† denotes the pseudoinverse ofU. If U is full-column rank thenU† = (UTU)−1UT .
The resulting vector will only have energy coming from the desir d spectral signature and
noise. The application ofP effectively removes contribution from the columns ofU, that
is,
Pg= Pd f̃d + Pv, (5.39)
where f̃d is the element of the vectorH f that corresponds to the desired endmember. The
next step is to minimize the eff ct of remaining noise component. Let us denote the operator
that maximizes SNR withqT . Then we have
qT Pg= qT Pd f̃d + qT Pv. (5.40)
Then the ratio of signal energy to noise energy is given as
λ =
qT Pd f̃ 2d d
T PT q




qT PddT PT q
qT PPT q
, (5.41)
whereE[·] denotes statistical expectation. The ratio in Eq.5.41 is in a form known as
the Rayleigh quotient, and its maximization is the well-studied generalized eigenvector
problem [74] that can be stated as
PddT PT q = λPPT q. (5.42)
Noting P is symmetric (P = PT) and idempotent (P2 = P), the solution is given as
qT = κdT , (5.43)
whereκ is an arbitrary constant3. Finally, the combination of these two projection operators
gives the least squares optimal projection operator we desire, that is,
Q = qT P = κdT P. (5.44)
For a detailed treatment of the derivation (for single and multiple spectral signatures of
interest) and computation of the projection operator please refer to [72] and [75].
3Note that this is the well-known matched filter.
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From Eq.5.44and Eq.5.40we can see that upon application of the proposed projection
operator we are left with the conventional superresolutionsetup. We have a number of
warped, aliased and noisy single-plane abundance maps of a predetermined endmember,
and our goal is to obtain a superresolved single-plane abundance map. This inverse problem
can be solved with any of the superresolution algorithms proposed in [67], [29], and [42].
We preferred to use the POCS based technique detailed in [42].
5.6 Experimental setup and simulation results
To test the proposed method we require ground truth hyperspectral data with a complete set
of endmembers and corresponding fractional abundances. Such ground truth data is very
hard, if possible, to obtain. We couldgeneraterandom spectral signatures or pick spectral
signatures from existing endmember libraries, and synthesize pixels by linearly combining
these signatures with random weights. This is a feasible appro ch for obtaining numeric re-
sults, but it becomes very cumbersome if we want to provide visual results with meaningful
spatial structure. To get around this obstacle we used the following approach. We started
with the AVIRIS reflectance data set used in Section5.3. We first applied the technique
proposed in [76] to extract the endmembers shown in Figure5.8. Then assuming the linear
mixing model, we applied the nonnegative least squares (NNLS) method summarized in
[65] to estimate the fractional abundance maps for all endmembers. Since the extracted
endmembers can never perfectly match the true endmembers inthe scene4 the obtained
fractional abundance maps can not represent the data with zero (or negligibly small) error.
To have a scene with perfectly matching endmembers and abundnce maps, we synthe-
sized a new hyperspectral data set using the computed fraction l abundance maps and the
extracted spectral endmembers under the linear mixing model. All experiments presented
in this section are conducted on this synthesized data. Notetha the validity of our results
4We do not even know thetrue number of endmembers present in the scene. Furthermore, theda a
calibration process and the observation noise distort the data and the linearity assumption of linear mixing
model.
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is not dependent on the specific endmember extraction technique used. For all practical
purposes, we could have even assumed that the endmembers wergiven. But for the data
set we picked, such predetermined endmembers and corresponding abundance maps were
not available at the time we conducted our experiments. Hence, we extracted our own
endmembers, and estimated the corresponding abundance maps.



























(a) Reflectance - 1



























(b) Reflectance - 2
Figure 5.8.Endmembers extracted from AVIRIS reflectance data
For the visual results demonstrated in Figures5.9and5.10the fourth endmember shown
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Table 5.5.Numerical results for AVIRIS reflectance data with and without noise
AVIRIS Reflectance Data - 1
Bilinear Proposed
interpolation method
Case 1 (Noise free) 20.03 26.76
Case 2 (AWGNσ = 30) 18.55 22.73
AVIRIS Reflectance Data - 2
Bilinear Proposed
interpolation method
Case 1 (Noise free) 21.07 26.71
Case 2 (AWGNσ = 30) 19.77 21.34
in Figure5.8 is used. The optimal subspace projection based superresolution method is
compared to bilinearly interpolating the abundance map obtained by applying the proposed
projection operator on a single low resolution observationunder global translational motion
scenario. To simulate global translational motion we shifta selected window in some
predetermined direction and capture another window of the same size. We continue in
this fashion until we have as many source cubes as we desire. Th shifted windows are
spatially blurred with a Gaussian blur filter with unit variance and downsampled by three
in both spatial dimensions. For spatial noise we experimented with two cases, namely,
noise free (Case 1) and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)with a standard deviation
of 30 (Case 2). For the sake of simplicity we ignored spectralblurring effects.
Numerical results in terms ofPS NRas defined in Eq.5.30are given in Table5.5. From
the Table5.5, we can see that the proposed method clearly outperforms bilinear interpola-
tion. Visual results presented in Figures5.9 and5.10also confirm the improvement seen
in PS NRvalues. The proposed method effectively suppresses the eff cts of interfering











(b) Case 1 - Bilinear (c) Case 1 - Proposed
(d) Case 2 - Bilinear (e) Case 2 - Proposed
Figure 5.9.Results for the first reflectance test image extracted from 224-band Moffett Field (AVIRIS











(b) Case 1 - Bilinear (c) Case 1 - Proposed
(d) Case 2 - Bilinear (e) Case 2 - Proposed
Figure 5.10. Results for the second reflectance test image extracted from224-band Moffett Field
(AVIRIS Reflectance Data - 2).
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis we focused on single and multi-frame spatial resolution enhancement with
applications to resolution standards conversion and hyperspectral imagery. We conclude
with a discussion of the assumptions we made during derivations of the proposed algo-
rithms, limitations introduced by these assumptions, and future research directions that
could further improve and generalize our work.
In single-frame resolution enhancement our main assumption is that the input im-
age/video signal is natural looking. There are certain cases of practical importance that
violate this assumption. First, consider the scaling of highly structured signals such as
monoscope images1 and superimposed text such as subtitles in DVD movies. Thesesig-
nals exhibit quite different spatial structures compared to natural images, whichis a poten-
tial problem for training based resolution enhancement approach. Training based methods,
such as resolution synthesis, are designed to capture the characteristics of the data set over
which they were trained. If our training set consists of onlynatural scenes without any rep-
resentatives of monoscope images and text, the resulting cotext classes and interpolation
filters can not be expected to perform satisfactorily for these images. If we include these
signals in the training set, then we face another problem. Due to their spatial characteristics,
their context prototypes and optimal interpolation filtersa e different compared to natural
signals. Hence, by training on a set of mixed signals we try toadapt to two completely
different types of signals. The resulting context classes and filters are not truly fitted to any
signal type. This points out the need to spatially differentiate different types of input sig-
nals, and apply appropriately trained context classes and filters. Signal classification can be
integrated into the pixel classification block through the us of modified features that allow
us to differentiate text from natural content.
1Monoscope images are used as test signals in TV broadcasting, and they typically consist of artificially
produced patterns of varying spatial frequency and sharp color transitions.
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To avoid complications caused by compression artifacts, wedev loped and tested our
algorithms on DVD (or higher) resolution image/video sequences with very low to no com-
pression. Enhancement of low bit-rate image/video signals is a challenge for both single
and multi-frame techniques. Accurate sub-pixel motion estimation on low bit-rate video
is a very challenging problem. Currently, most of the motionestimation algorithms are
block based. Loss of high frequency detail and presence of blocking artifacts cause seri-
ous performance degradations for block based motion estimation methods. Furthermore,
at low enough bit-rates, even medium range frequency components can be damaged or
lost completely, and feature extraction required by single-frame techniques becomes very
challenging.
Finally, we designed and implemented resolution enhancement as a stand alone pro-
cessing block with the only exception being possible denoise filtering prior to resolution
enhancement. Unfortunately, in real signal processing systems, this is rarely the case.
In practice, image/video signals are processed by pipelines of blocks such as compres-
sion/decompression, denoising, sharpening, contrast enhanceme t, color/spectral enhance-
ment, and gamma correction. The interaction of resolution enhancement with these pro-
cessing blocks is an interesting research direction for twomain reasons. First, typically
scaling/resolution enhancement is among the computationally most demanding processing
blocks. Hence, any improvement offered by resolution enhancement is truly hard-earned.
If any other processing block on the pipeline has the potential to introduce modifications
that can suppress or even destroy this improvement, then itsffects and optimal placement
on the pipeline should be carefully studied. Second, by taking the other processing blocks
into account we should be able to achieve better and more visible resolution enhancement.
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APPENDIX A
TELEVISION INDUSTRY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
This Appendix aims to explain the terms related to the television industry and standards.
Flicker problem: Flicker is the visible fading between frames displayed on a CRT
display. CRT displays are based on hitting a phosphor-coated screen with a focused and
properly deflected electron beam. Every phosphor element corresponds to a pixel and
needs to refreshed at a fixed rate by continuously sweeping the screen with the electron
gun. Flicker occurs when the CRT display is driven at a low refresh rate, allowing the
screen’s phosphors to lose their excitation between sweepsof the electron gun. Since flat
panel displays use active pixels (a transistor for each pixel ke ps the pixel at its desired
state) they typically do not have flicker problem.
Native resolution: Native resolution is the fixed number of rows and columns of pixels
offered by a flat panel display.
Standard definition: Standard definition (SD) resolution typically refers to 480× 720
(480 lines and 720 columns) (interlaced) scanned at 60 Hz forNTSC standard of North
America and Japan, and 576× 720 (480 lines and 720 columns) (interlaced) scanned at 50
Hz for PAL/SECAM standard of Europe.
High definition: High definition (HD) resolution typically refers to 720× 1280 (pro-
gressive) scanned at 60 Hz or 1080×1920 (interlaced) scanned at 50 Hz. HD offers a much
better picture quality compared to SD.
Progressive scan:Progressive scan video signals are captured, transmitted and dis-
played as complete image frames line by line, from top to bottom.
Interlaced scan: Interlacing is an old technique to improve picture and motion qual-
ity of the TV signals without consuming additional bandwidth. Interlacing is a trade-off
between spatial and temporal resolution. To obtain interlac d scan, every picture frame is
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divided into two fields called even and odd fields. Even field consists of the even num-
bered lines of the frame, while the odd field consists of the odd numbered lines. Instead of
transmitting the whole picture, interlaced scan transmitsonly the even or odd field of every
frame in an alternating fashion. The afterglow of the phosphr of CRT tubes, in combi-
nation with the persistence of vision results in two fields being perceived as a continuous
image which allows the viewing of full horizontal detail with half the bandwidth which
would be required for a full progressive scan while maintaining the necessary CRT refresh
rate to prevent flicker.
For fixed bandwidth and spatial resolution, interlaced scancan offer twice the refresh
rate compared to progressive scan. For fixed bandwidth and refresh rate, interlaced scan
can offer twice the number of pixels compared to progressive scan. But interlacing is not
without short-comings. It can cause flicker and various kinds of distortions around object
boundaries, especially in motion intensive scenes. Interlacing is still in use for most SD
TVs, and the 1080× 1920 interlaced HDTV broadcast standard. Unfortunately LCD and
plasma displays are inherently progressive scan and require some form of de-interlacing.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE OPTIMAL FILTER COEFFICIENTS
The optimal filter coefficients are the solutions of the following optimization problem:
min









We start with writing the cost function of Eq.B.1 as
∑
s∈S
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Then we can write Eq.B.4 as
β j = f j − A j gj . (B.5)
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which imply that the optimal filter coefficients obtained from the alternate formulation are
identical to the ones presented in the original derivation.
A j = Γ f g| jΓ−1gg| j ,
β j = ν f | j − Γ f g| jΓ
−1
gg| jνg| j .
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